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Abstract:

This thesis expands on and critiques the image of the ‘disabled God’ as presented by Nancy Eiesland in *The Disabled God*. Eiesland posits that the risen Jesus is the ‘disabled God’ because he still bears the wounds of crucifixion. This thesis takes a different approach to Eiesland by utilising evangelical theology in conversation with writers of theology of disability. It contains four chapters based around the kenosis, life, cross, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The Triune God is not essentially disabled but has chosen to take on disability, in Christ. The second person of the Trinity freely became incarnate and, in taking on human frailty, he subjected himself to the possibility of experiencing disability. Jesus did not experience disability during his ministry but he did minister to persons with disabilities. Jesus brought healing in its various forms – physical, emotional, social, and spiritual - to persons with disabilities. This healing was within the context of the kingdom of God and, therefore, will not be completed until the *eschaton*. It is on the cross where Jesus fully identified with persons with disabilities by taking on physical disability and by sharing some of the experiences of persons with intellectual disabilities – loss of personhood, poverty, loneliness, shame, and stigma. The fact that Jesus is the ‘disabled God’ brings a change in the Godhead in that disability is now part of “the history of God”. It provides a theodicic function and changes the meaning of weakness. It also gives dignity, status, healing, comfort, and hope to persons with disabilities. The final chapter explains why the resurrected Christ is not disabled by exploring the meaning of his wounds and the nature of the resurrection body. Jesus Christ as the ‘disabled God’ has radically identified with person with disabilities, both physical and intellectual.
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Introduction

This thesis aims to develop the image of the ‘disabled God’ and to give this a solid theological underpinning in order to provide a contextualised Christology, specifically to benefit persons with disabilities. My interest in theology of disability was sparked by the fact that two of my children have (different) disabilities. My search for a theology of disability led me to a book by Nancy Eiesland entitled *The Disabled God: A Liberatory Theology of Disability*. Nancy Eiesland presents the idea of the risen Jesus as the ‘disabled God’, an image which she believes can be liberating for persons with disabilities. Eiesland’s image of the ‘disabled God’ is both valuable and problematic. My aim is utilise evangelical theology, in critical interaction with Eiesland, to extend the image of the ‘disabled God’ and to provide it with a stronger theological underpinning than Eiesland provides.

To provide the preliminaries to the discussion of the ‘disabled God’ this introduction will begin with an overview of the literature which expounds the image of the ‘disabled God’. The two key writers are Nancy Eiesland and Burton Cooper, both of whose ideas are summarised below. Following the literature review I set forth the aims of this thesis, the epistemology and methodology, relevant terminology and the limitations I have set on the present discussion. Lastly, the structure of the thesis is outlined.
Literature Review

Eiesland

Nancy Eiesland wrote *The Disabled God: A Liberatory Theology of Disability* (1994) as her masters thesis in theology. As a person with a physical disability, Eiesland was heavily involved in the disability rights movement and *The Disabled God* is her attempt to construct a Liberation Theology of disability in order to bring a change to the way in which persons with disabilities are treated within the Church.

Eiesland’s goal in *The Disabled God* is to change the Church’s perceptions of persons with disabilities and to offer transforming theology and practices for relating to persons with disabilities. She contends that the best model for understanding disability is the minority group model. The problem is not individual impairment but societal stigmatisation and marginalisation of persons with disabilities. Even the Church has denied access and inclusion to persons with disabilities.

The central chapter of *The Disabled God* contains Eiesland’s image of the ‘disabled God’. This image of Jesus as the ‘disabled God’ is intended to be liberatory because symbol provides both a basis for identity and a way to change people’s thinking. Eiesland contends that this new symbol must replace other Christian symbols, which are oppressive to persons with disabilities. Eiesland (1994:99-100) gives her understanding of the ‘disabled God’:

In the resurrected Jesus Christ, [the disciples] saw not the suffering servant for whom the last and most important word was tragedy and sin, but the disabled God who embodied both impaired hands and feet and pierced side and imago Dei.
This image is drawn from the appearance of the resurrected Jesus in Luke 24:36-39, in which he shows the disciples his wounds. The ‘disabled God’ incorporates “ordinary life into God”.

In presenting his impaired hands and feet to his startled friends, the resurrected Jesus is revealed as the disabled God….The disabled God is not only the One from heaven but the revelation of true personhood, underscoring the reality that full personhood is fully compatible with the experience of disability (100).

Eiesland’s work is commendable in its attempt to bring about justice, inclusion, and dignity for persons with disabilities. However, The Disabled God suffers from an epistemology which takes the experiences of persons with disabilities as the primary source for theology of disability. Eiesland also regards the Bible in an ambivalent light, contending that both Christian theology and the Bible “have often been dangerous for persons with disabilities”. These assumptions are liable to result in flawed conclusions. Indeed Eiesland’s placement of the ‘disabled God’ within the resurrection of Jesus poses some problems as we will see.

Cooper

Burton Cooper has also put forward a version of the ‘disabled God’ in his 1992 article ‘The Disabled God’. Cooper begins with defining God’s perfections, not in terms of metaphysics, but christologically. The perfection of Jesus was expressed in his life of justice, compassion, and forgiveness, and in the cross. This suffering love can be articulated in the term ‘disabled God’. Cooper then constructs a theodicy using some ideas from Process Theology. Accordingly, God should not be seen as all powerful. Instead, God seeks to draw out of evil “consequences which are
compassionate, creative, and redemptive”. He needs to suffer in order understand the reality of those who suffer.

Cooper goes on to envisage the hope which is possible for persons with disabilities. He likens eternal life to being metaphorically part of God’s spiritual body. People are shaped by their experiences and persons with disabilities will not be disconnected, in eternity, from the history of disability in their lives. Cooper concludes that when persons with disabilities enter into God’s eternal life they add to the divine richness of God’s being and that of all other beings.

Cooper helpfully attempts to look at God in a christological fashion and presents hope for persons with disabilities within his conception of the kingdom of God. His statement that “God could not be God without suffering” raises the question of whether God suffers by necessity or by free choice. Cooper’s conception of the ‘disabled God’ is weakened by his insistence that God is metaphorically disabled.

**Aims of This Thesis**

The image of the ‘disabled God is a very significant image and one which should be pursued to a greater degree than has been done so far. Eiesland’s idea is presented in only two pages and Cooper’s article is only short. Much more can and should be said about Jesus Christ crucified as the ‘disabled God’. I aim to consider the image of the ‘disabled God’ in greater depth than either Eiesland or Cooper. I will attempt to build a biblical understanding of this idea, through the use of
evangelical theology in conversation with theology of disability, by examining the life, death, and resurrection of Christ.

The primary aim of this thesis is to give a theological underpinning to Eiesland’s image of the ‘disabled God’. I will interact with Cooper’s theology also, but I choose to work primarily with Eiesland because her work is more based on the work of Jesus than is Cooper’s.

A theological underpinning of the ‘disabled God’ must include the whole incarnation. I have chosen to include the kenosis, life, death, and resurrection of Jesus as a basis for understanding the ‘disabled God’ because, according to T.F Torrance (1998:47-48), Jesus did not begin the redemption of humanity on the cross. His entire life, from the outset of the incarnation, is redemptive as he engaged the forces of darkness and transformed human nature by his adoption of that nature in himself. The person and work of Christ are inseparable.

Eiesland is explicit in saying that her work only deals with physical disability. Cooper sees the ‘disabled God’ as largely metaphorical. I have attempted to demonstrate that Jesus was literally the ‘disabled God’. I have also attempted to expand the framework of the ‘disabled God’ to include intellectual disability.

The image of the ‘disabled God’ needs to be centred on the cross rather than the resurrection, where Eiesland has located it. Putting the centre of the ‘disabled God’ in the resurrection leaves no hope for healing for persons with disabilities. Placing the locus of the ‘disabled God’ at the cross means that there is not only hope for the future but comfort and empowering in the present for persons with disabilities.
Epistemology and Methodology

This thesis aims to explore the image of the ‘disabled God’ in a way which is consistent with the biblical record. The epistemology which I utilise is different to both Cooper and Eiesland. An evangelical approach begins with the assumption that scripture is true in its entirety. I have assumed that the scripture faithfully records the life and teachings of Jesus. As a result there is no need to justify the use of scripture in forming a theology of disability. My approach is to take the experience of persons with disabilities seriously while attempting to interpret those experiences in the light of scripture.

Evangelical theology does not usually engage with ideas of social justice so authors who write theology of disability are frequently not evangelical. What this means for my methodology is that I have needed to read and adapt common themes of evangelical theology relating to the life of Christ and apply this to disability, while interacting with authors of theology of disability plus others who have interpreted suffering theologically.

Throughout this thesis I have assumed several things about disability. Firstly, I have assumed that having a disability involves some kind of suffering, whether this is discrimination, pain, frustration due to inability, or shame and stigma. Frequently disability writers try to downplay the issue of personal suffering for persons with disabilities, preferring to see disability as a matter of discrimination or lack of accessibility. While not denying that many difficulties for persons with disabilities
are socially imposed, having a disability also involves some personal suffering, which could not be removed even if no discrimination or access issues existed.

Like Moltmann (1974:7) I have taken the cross as the centre from which Christian theology must unfold. Although Jesus’ suffering on the cross lasted only approximately six hours it is considered to have eternal significance for humanity. I will argue that Jesus is the ‘disabled God’ because of his taking on disability during his passion. Although Jesus only experienced disability for a few hours I aim to demonstrate that this experience has eternal significance.

**Terminology**

I will utilise the disability terminology employed by Eiesland (1994:27). “Persons with disabilities” is the term most often used by the disability rights movement to designate those who have disabilities. I have followed this practice because this term is beneficial in that it means that people who have a disability are not defined solely by that disability. Also, Political Correctness aside, there is no value in offending people needlessly. “Persons with intellectual disabilities” is used to designate people who have an intellectual rather than a physical disability.

Eiesland (1994:27) defines impairment as “an abnormality or loss of physical form or function…‘Disability’ describes the consequences of the impairment, that is, an inability to perform some task or activity considered necessary.” Hudson and Radler (2009) write that intellectual disability is characterised by “low cognitive functioning and associated deficiencies in adaptive behaviour (skills of daily living)”.


Limitations on the Breadth of This Discussion

There is much more that could be said than I am able to say within the parameters of this thesis. Firstly, although mental illness is often considered to be a form of disability\(^1\), I will not be attempting to include mental illness within the framework of the ‘disabled God’. Mental illness as disability needs to be given due consideration in a larger research paper. Secondly, sin can be considered a disabling condition for all people in that it causes dysfunction in relationships and in people’s capacity to live whole and holy lives. This topic has been adequately covered by others (e.g. M. Jenson 2006; Pannenberg 1985). Thirdly, the relationship between sin and disability will not be explored because this relationship is too complex and broad to be dealt with in any adequate fashion within the space available.

The ‘disabled God’ is a small part of the whole picture of the redemption which was wrought by Jesus Christ for the whole of humanity. The major focus of the New Testament is salvation from sin and reconciliation with God. The image of Jesus as the ‘disabled God’ is intended to demonstrate the way in which God has identified with persons with disabilities because such people face a particular set of difficulties which other people do not. The title ‘disabled God’ is in no way intended to dominate or displace the existing evangelical understanding of God. Instead it is intended as an extension of evangelical theology which is particularly applicable to disability. This is in contrast to Eiesland (1994:91-92), who contends that the symbol

---

\(^1\) For example the World Health Organisation notes that “depression is among the leading causes of disability worldwide” (WHO 2009).
of the ‘disabled God’ must replace all other symbols of Christ in order to be truly liberating for person with disabilities.

**Structure**

The thesis is structured into four chapters. Chapter one speaks of the freedom of God and the kenosis of the Son of God. Suffering is not an eternal part of God’s nature but is possible only because of the kenosis. God freely chose to become incarnate and thereby to enter into a state in which disability is a real possibility. Jesus Christ, as true God and true man, took upon himself the human condition, including the possibility of experiencing disability, and thus began the journey to becoming the ‘disabled God’.

Chapter two looks at the life of Jesus, his ministry to and relationship with persons with disabilities. In his ministry Jesus healed many persons with disabilities. These healings took place within the context of the coming of the kingdom of God. Healing has many facets - physical, emotional, relation and social - and Jesus healed in each of these ways. Even in his life Jesus had begun to identify with persons with disabilities. His healing of persons with disabilities pointed towards his cross and resurrection.

Chapter three is the central chapter. This chapter examines the passion of Christ. Jesus went to the cross both intentionally and in accordance with the plan of God. It was on the cross that Jesus became physically disabled and shared some of the experiences of persons with intellectual disabilities, and thus became the ‘disabled God’ in actuality. Chapter three also considers the implications of the ‘disabled
God’. Because Jesus has become the ‘disabled God’ death and disability have become part of the “history of God”. The image of the ‘disabled God’ provides a theodicy for people with disabilities and a new way of understanding weakness. The ‘disabled God’ can also have an effect on people with disabilities.

The final chapter examines the ‘disabled God’ in his resurrected state. This chapter aims to show that the resurrected Jesus is not disabled. The reasons for the resurrected Christ still having wounds are examined, then the nature of the resurrection body is explored. Lastly the matter of hope is discussed.
Kenosis

Introduction

In the Introduction I described the image of Jesus Christ as the ‘disabled God’ as presented by Nancy Eiesland. Eiesland does not provide a strong theological foundation for her concept and what she does provide is problematic from an evangelical perspective. The purpose of this thesis is to provide an appropriate biblical foundation for the concept of the ‘disabled God’. This chapter begins the process in explaining how Jesus Christ can be the ‘disabled God’. It focuses on the incarnation of the Son of God and explores five aspects of the incarnation in relation to disability: a framework for understanding the suffering of God; the freedom of God in the incarnation; what it means for the Son of God to empty himself in the incarnation; the incarnation as the first step towards becoming the ‘disabled God’; and, finally, the beginning of the ‘disabled God’ before the creation of the world.

It is not possible to begin to talk about the ‘disabled God’ without talking about the God who emptied himself and took upon himself the human condition. A God who does not embrace the totality of the human experience cannot speak as one who has shared the experience of persons with disabilities. But such a God is not hard to find because the testimony of the New Testament is that God, in Christ, did empty himself and become human, and experience the human condition, even to the extent of suffering and death.
Does God Suffer by Necessity?

While it is true that the title ‘disabled God’ cannot be applied to a God who has not suffered disability, it is important to take care in framing an understanding of God’s suffering. The first issue which needs to be addressed is the question of whether suffering is an ontological necessity for God; that is, does God suffer eternally? This issue, according to Weinandy (2000:1-5), has only arisen over approximately the last century. Previous to this God was believed to be impassible. In the forefront to the argument for the suffering of God is Moltmann, who believes that a God who does not suffer is not worthy of being called God. In similar vein the Japanese theologian Kitamori argued that a suffering God is the only means of coming to grips with suffering in the world.

The biblical record provides good reasons for considering the possibility of God suffering. Weinandy (2000:8-9) recounts the reasons behind this present emphasis. The Old Testament presents a God who was intimately concerned with the nation Israel, even grieving over their enslavement in Egypt. He is a God of faithful love (hָבֱֹּדֶָכָּסָּד) as well as wrath because of Israel’s sin. Thus it is argued that as a God of love, who is involved with real people within history, he must, by necessity, suffer. Love is the basis of God’s suffering. Moltmann (1974:230) argues that a God who is unable to suffer in any way is also unable to love. Love includes within itself the possibility of sharing in the suffering of the other.

The fact of the incarnation results in even stronger arguments for the suffering of God. Moltmann (1974:234) argues that the divine nature of Christ suffered and
even died on the cross. Fiddes (1988:31) claims, “God suffers on the cross in *oneness* with the person of Christ; God suffers *eternally* in the cross; God is most *Godlike* in the suffering of the cross.” Alan Torrance (1989:364-365) concurs that it is correct to begin the discussion of God’s suffering by considering the person of Christ and his suffering, but his conclusions are different.

Furthermore, Alan Torrance (1989:365-366) argues that it is valid neither to use the ‘two natures’ argument, and conclude that only the human nature of Christ suffered, nor to fuse the two natures and eternalise suffering within God, making divine suffering an ontological necessity. It is equally inappropriate to conclude that because God is love such love must participate in the suffering of the beloved. While there may be some romantic appeal in having God suffer eternally, this would require suffering to be ontologically part of God’s being just as love is. Hence, when human beings are glorified - eschatologically - they would participate in this part of God’s essential nature and as such they would forever suffer.

The notion of God suffering eternally would have been anathema to the early Church. Gavrilyuk (2004:69-70) explains that the early Church fathers, in their theology of martyrdom, did not accept that God suffered by necessity. They understood that the second person of the Trinity was impassible, suffering only during the time of his earthly ministry and death (cf. Rom 8:18). Thus the early martyrs believed that, because of participating in the suffering of the earthly Jesus, they would similarly participate in the glory of the ascended Christ, in whom all suffering comes to an end. As Alan Torrance (1989:366) concludes, rather than
suffering being seen as necessary to God, the suffering of Christ must be seen as God’s “free act of love”.

Therefore, in addressing the question of whether God suffers by necessity, I conclude that suffering is not eternally part of God in the way that love is essentially part of his nature. It is not necessary to deny that God suffers but only to affirm that for God any suffering is a free act of love. God is not compelled to suffer but he chooses to do so in Christ. An eternally suffering God cannot provide hope to those who suffer disability in the present.

**The Incarnation Results from the Free Decision of God**

It has been noted above that God does not essentially suffer but suffers by a “free act of love”. This section will address the freedom of God to become a human being in order to suffer and to experience disability. The following discussion relies heavily upon Karl Barth’s conception of God’s freedom.

What must be emphasised, what cannot in fact be overemphasised, is that God is free. According to Holmes (2007:44-47), Barth begins his discussion on the freedom of God by noting that God is free to be himself without any need for anything which is other than himself. God is neither constrained by nor does he require anything which is external to his being. God’s actions towards humanity are free; they are not a reaction to creaturely actions. Indeed he has no need of an object to love outside of himself because “God loves himself, (and the creature), in and through himself” (47). God is eternally love towards himself and therefore when he loves creatures this love is free.
Consequently, the incarnation, according to Barth (CD I.2:134-135, 151, 160; IV.1:179), is a free act of God, necessary only in that it is the will of God. He explains that when the Word became flesh and dwelt among us (John 1:14) the Word did not become flesh by the action of another upon him but by his own decision and will. There is no obligation inherent within the Trinity which requires that God become a human being. There is no ‘law’ to which God is subject and by which he is constrained to become flesh. “He did not become humbled; He humbled himself” (I.2:160). McKelway (1999:23-24) stresses that God’s freedom must be preserved in the incarnation as without it the kenosis of the Son, expressed in Phil 2:7, “would not be so much a sacrifice as a suicide of divinity” (24).

This freedom of God includes the freedom to serve and freedom to be humble.

As Barth (CD II.1:315) so aptly says:

God is free to rule over the world in supreme majesty and likewise to serve in the world as the humblest and meanest of servants, free even to be despised in the world, and rejected by the world. God is free to clothe Himself with the life of the world in all its glory as with a garment; but free likewise Himself to die the death which symbolises the end of all things earthly in utter abandonment and darkness.

T.F Torrance (1996:239) concurs, saying that the God who in Jesus Christ shares the plight of humanity is the God who is truly free to embrace poverty in order that his creatures may become rich.

God, then, is in no way constrained to become the ‘disabled God’. If he does so this is a free action on his behalf. The eternal God has chosen freely to love his creatures and to humble himself in the incarnation. In the incarnation the Son of God is still free in his actions, free to serve the world, and free to die. This freedom
includes the freedom to take upon himself disability and all that this entails – weakness, impairment, pain, and stigma – in order to enable persons with disabilities.

**What Does it Mean for God to Empty Himself?**

The above discussion concluded that God is free to take on human flesh and the reality which this entails. Now it is necessary to understand what it means for the Son of God to empty himself in the incarnation. This is examined in three parts: kenotic theories, the divinity of Christ, and the true humanity of Christ.

It is difficult to conceptualise what the kenosis means in terms of the person of Christ as both divine and human. Pannenberg (1968:309-311, 319-320) summarises the limitations of kenotic theories. From the 17th century onward, kenotic theologians have attempted to explain what happened to the divine properties of the Son of God when he became incarnate. There were two forms of kenotic theory in the 17th century. The Tubingen school emphasised the unity of the person of Christ by positing that Jesus concealed his divine abilities while on earth. The problem here is the potential towards a view of Christ which does not take his humanity seriously. The theory of the Giessen school involved a full renunciation of Jesus’ divine attributes during his lifetime. This theory threatened the unity of his person. Nineteenth century kenotic theologians tried to overcome these problems by suggesting that the Logos, rather than the man Jesus, was humiliated in the incarnation. This theory is also problematic as it involves a “relative de-deification” of the Son.
Despite the difficulties involved in articulating what the Son of God has done in becoming a human being there are some things which can be said with clarity. Barth (CD IV.1:180) declares that according to Phil 2:7, Jesus, while being in the form of God, was free to put aside that form. Instead he took the form of a servant, a slave. Balthasar (O’Hanlon 1990:13-14) adds that instead of appearing as the God of the Old Testament, who shared his glory with no other, Christ renounced this form of glory, revealing that it is characteristic of God to give away that which is proper to himself.

In Christ, God has united himself with humanity but it must be emphasised, as Pannenberg (1968:312, 319) does, that, in doing so, he did not cease to be God. In all the kenotic theories explained above it is never suggested that the second person of the Trinity could renounce his Godhood. He could not be other than who he is even when incarnate. Hebblethwaite (1987:67) stresses that the paradox of Jesus living a human life must always be understood “from a centre of deity”.

Having affirmed that Jesus Christ cannot be other than the true God, it must also be affirmed that he is a true human being with all that this entails. As Gavrilyuk (2004:79-80, 88) explains, the early Church dealt decisively with docetic Christology. The Docetism of the second century was expressed in two forms. In the first, Christ did not have a real human body but only the appearance of one. According to the second, more subtle, view Christ was divided into two natures: the human nature and the divine nature, the latter of which had nothing to do with base human realities. In both these distortions the “heavenly saviour” had nothing to do with human experiences, the most debasing of which were birth and death. In contrast, the
Church fathers insisted that real humanity requires a real human redeemer not a counterfeit one.

Gavrilyuk (2004:6) affirms that the suffering of God is not the same as human suffering. Therefore, in order to experience human suffering, God must become a human being. This is exactly what has taken place in Christ; God has become a true human being. As Barth (CD I.2:147, 151) contends, the man Jesus Christ, in taking on flesh, has taken on the condition of disobedient humanity. He has the same fundamental human nature, the same form, and has experienced the same historical realities (Rom 1:3; Phil 2:7; Heb 2:14-15). Weinandy (2000:206) states strongly:

This is what humankind is crying out to hear, not that God experiences, in a divine manner, our anguish and suffering in the midst of a sinful and depraved world, but that he actually experienced and knew first hand, as one of us – as a man – human anguish and suffering within a sinful and depraved world.

The kenosis of the second person of the Trinity is complex to articulate without over emphasising one aspect of the nature of Christ. In all this the tension inherent in the incarnation must be maintained. Jesus cannot be truly understood as anything less than fully God and fully man. Jesus Christ cannot be conceived of as the ‘disabled God’ without continuing to be the sovereign God of creation. It is not difficult to become a disabled human being; this is a possibility for every person born. But to be the ‘disabled God’ the man Jesus Christ must remain the God-man. On the other hand, only a truly human Christ was able to truly experience disability in a human way. The ‘disabled God’ is enabled, by the taking of corrupt human flesh, to know, humanly, what it is to be a person with a disability.
The First Step towards Becoming the ‘Disabled God’

I have affirmed that it is necessary to hold the tension of Jesus Christ being both true God and true man. There can be no ‘disabled God’ without a true God who experiences disability nor can there be a ‘disabled God’ unless that God experiences disability in the exact same way as a human being would. This section will argue that the incarnation is the first step towards becoming the ‘disabled God’. As T.F. Torrance (1996:238) comments, “the Incarnation was an absolutely new event for God”.

The incarnation was the beginning of weakness that was not present in God before. The man Jesus Christ did not live as the omnipresent, omniscient, and omnipotent God. He took on weakness simply by becoming a human being. Bonhoeffer (1978:104) puts it well when he says:

If Jesus Christ is to be described as God, we may not speak of this divine being, nor of his omnipotence, nor his omniscience; but we must speak of this weak man among sinners, of his manger and his cross.

Becoming incarnate is the beginning of the process of dying to which all fallen humanity is subject. Bonhoeffer (1978:107) notes that as the Son freely enters into the incarnation, and his humble acceptance of all that is means to be human, he enters the world of fallen creation, with its sin and death. He enters, not as the exalted Lord, but as one who is hidden in weakness. He is “a beggar among beggars,…an outcast among outcasts,…[and] as dying among dying.” Barth (CD IV.1:174) explains that the taking of flesh involves existing as part of the people of
Israel under God’s wrath. Being under wrath means that Jesus suffered as one who was perishing day by day.

In a way, therefore, the incarnation is the first step to becoming the ‘disabled God’. There is, in the very fact of taking on the limitations of a human life, an impairment of divine ability. This impairment is freely taken on and it does not and cannot mean that Jesus ceases to be God, but it is a real impairment. Taking upon him a body which is subject to death is the second way in which the incarnation is the first step to becoming the ‘disabled God’. Death contains within itself the dissolution of the body and this dissolution becomes more evident as the moment of death comes closer. As a human being with a corruptible body, Jesus took the chance of acquiring a physical disability from the moment of his conception. This is not all that is involved in being the ‘disabled God’ but it is a first and significant step.

**The Same Yesterday, Today, and Forever**

I have argued that the incarnation is the first step in becoming the ‘disabled God’. Yet, it is the first step in actualising the decision which was made before the foundation of the world. As T.F. Torrance (1996: 237) reminds us, “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today and forever” (Heb 13:8). To understand this statement it is necessary to think in terms of the self-revelation of the Trinity. “What God is towards us in the Gospel as Father, Son and Holy Spirit he is antecedently, inherently and eternally in himself.” Pannenberg (1968:320) maintains that God had eternally intended that the incarnation would take place. In fact, as Balthasar (O’Hanlon 1990:17) points out, the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world (Rev 13:8)
exists in both time and eternity. In some sense the actual events of Calvary are part of a reality which began before creation.

If Jesus Christ is the ‘disabled God’ then he must always have been the ‘disabled God’. Yet it is not true to say that Jesus was always disabled because, just as the cross needed to be actualised in history, there must be a historical point in time in which Jesus became a person with disabilities. Hence, while the incarnation begins the process which will inevitably lead to the cross, the incarnation is not something new in the heart of God. In the same way, the incarnation begins the process of Jesus taking on human weakness and the risks associated with this, including death and disablement, but it is not the place were the ‘disabled God’ begins in the heart of God. The intention to deal with death, disease, and disability in God’s fallen creation has been eternally in the mind of God, is actualised in the incarnation, and comes to fruition in the cross.

Conclusion

The above discussion has argued that God does not suffer inherently as part of his essence. He does not suffer by some ontological necessity but as a “free act of love”. Therefore, God need not experience disability within himself but the possibility is open as to whether he chooses to suffer disability. If God chooses, in his freedom, to experience disability this possibility can be actualised only in Christ. God is not the ‘disabled God’ unless he freely chooses to become such.

God is both free and unconstrained in his decision to become incarnate in Christ and this freedom continues within the incarnation. The act of becoming
incarnate contains within it the taking of human weakness and the possibility of
disability and the total dissolution of death. Chapter three will discuss how this
possibility of becoming disabled became actualised in the cross. But now it is
necessary to affirm both that the incarnation sets in motion the process of becoming
the ‘disabled God’, and that this free choice of God was made before the creation of
the world.
Life of Jesus

Introduction

The previous chapter discussed the incarnation of God in Christ. God, in his freedom, chose to become incarnate in Jesus Christ. Part of the reality of becoming a human being was that suffering would result but this suffering was by a free decision of God. The incarnation was the first stage in the second person of the Trinity becoming the ‘disabled God’ in that taking on humanity is necessary in order for God to experience disability. While Jesus did not experience disability until the cross, his attitude and his actions towards persons with disabilities are extremely important. If Jesus is to be rightly called the ‘disabled God’ then he must not only have experienced disability, but he must have a positive attitude towards persons with disabilities. If this were not so, the significance of Jesus becoming disabled would be considerably lessened.

In this chapter I will examine the next phase in the unveiling of the ‘disabled God’, that is, the relationship between Jesus and persons with disabilities. The chapter is divided into four sections. The first discusses the kingdom of God as the context of Jesus’ healings. The next outlines the varied nature of healing. Then the healings of Jesus are examined. Lastly, the chapter provides some connections between the healings of Jesus and his cross and resurrection.
The Kingdom of God

Chapter one stated that it has eternally been in the heart of God to become incarnate and to liberate humanity. The healing miracles of Jesus are also part of God’s eternal plan. The New Testament sees the consummation of this plan within the kingdom of God. This section discusses the healing miracles of Jesus as they fit within the kingdom of God.

Healing the sick was not Jesus’ primary purpose in the world. Wilkinson notices (1998:91) that Jesus rarely took the initiative in healing. He did not seek out the sick but he healed them as they came along. This demonstrates that healing the sick, exorcising demons, and raising the dead were not the principal point of his ministry. The example of the crippled man in John 5:1-9 illustrates this point. Although there were many persons with disabilities in that place, Jesus healed only one. Teaching the people is something which Jesus always did but he did not always heal the sick.

The message of Jesus has precedence over his miracles. The miracles, as Corner (2005:88) points out, had potential to focus people’s attention and this sometimes resulted in misunderstanding of Jesus’ message. Jesus did not come to do magical acts or even to bring cures for the ill, but primarily to proclaim the gospel and to call sinners to repentance. It is imperative that the significance of Jesus’ message is understood and not overshadowed by his miracles. The miracles need to be seen in their true light as an indicator that the kingdom of God has arrived.
The kingdom of God is first of all about the reign of God over the world and only secondarily about healing of the sick. According to Ladd (1974:212), the miracles were not the ultimate good of the kingdom. Greater than opening the eyes of the blind and unstopping deaf ears, greater than raising the dead to life, was the proclamation of the gospel to the poor. Healing of illness is merely the outer correlative to the more important spiritual salvation (c.f. Luke 17:14, 19). Thus deliverance from physical illness alone is not sufficient. The coming of the kingdom of God involves “the incoming of the power and life of God”.

Yet the healings of Jesus were nonetheless an important part of his ministry. Although the miracles were not the primary focus of Jesus’ ministry, Wilkinson (1998:65) notes that the healing ministry of Jesus is given a significant amount of space by the Gospel writers. New Testament studies have tended to discount the importance of the healing narratives and concentrate on the teaching of Jesus. Possibly this is because of the post-Enlightenment penchant for ‘demystifying’ the supernatural elements in the Bible. The miracles of Jesus are often seen as object lessons which accompanied his teaching about the kingdom rather than as evidence that the kingdom of God was “actually breaking into history in all its healing power.”

The fact that Jesus performed miracles demonstrated, according to Corner (2005:85), that the kingdom of God had arrived “in him” (Matt 12:28; Luke 11:20). When the disciples of John the Baptist asked if Jesus were really the Messiah, Jesus replied, “The blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised and the poor have the good news brought to them” (Matt 11:5). Hendrickx (1987:11-12) believes that the miracles in Jesus’ ministry signified
God’s ultimate intention for humanity. Luke 10:9 - “Cure the sick who are there, and say to them, ‘The kingdom of God has come near to you.’” - makes a clear connection between healing and the kingdom of God. Jesus does more than proclaim the kingdom; “he is the kingdom”. Jesus’ miracles are signs of the power of the love of the Father for humanity.

The kingdom which Jesus inaugurates includes healing of the whole person or, in other words, salvation of the whole person. Hendrickx (1987:12, 14) notes that the establishment of the kingdom of God brings to people healing which involves the entire person. Indeed that person’s physical being is given salvation by Jesus Christ. Wilkinson (1998:82) expresses this overlap of salvation and healing:

Healing of the body is never purely physical, and the salvation of the soul is never purely spiritual for both are combined in the total deliverance of the whole human being, a deliverance which is foreshadowed and illustrated in the healing miracles of Jesus in the Gospels.

But, before the eschaton healing is incomplete. Ladd (1974:211) explains the difference between the kingdom of God in the present and the fullness of the future kingdom. Jesus’ healings were the first instalments of the eschaton in which the body is incorruptible. When the kingdom comes in its fullness then all who are counted worthy of entering (Luke 20:35) the kingdom will eternally be free from both sickness and death because of the resurrection of the dead. In the present only some are healed and these need to come into contact with Jesus or those he has appointed. Hendrickx (1987:15) notes that while God has not yet brought to consummation his actions in the “bodily realm” he has definitely begun the outworking of salvation for the world.
Jesus’ healing of persons with disabilities was within the context of the coming kingdom of God. This healing was not Jesus’ primary task as God incarnate; his first priority was proclaiming the gospel to the poor and calling for repentance and faith. However, Jesus healed many people in his ministry and these healings were part of demonstrating that the kingdom of God had arrived in Jesus Christ. Healing of persons with disabilities is strongly connected to salvation; God’s ultimate plan for humanity includes the redemption of the body as well as the soul and spirit. However, it must also be remembered that the healing of disability is incomplete in the present because the kingdom of God has not yet come in its fullness.

The Nature of Healing

Thus far I have discussed the healing miracles of Jesus within the context of the coming kingdom of God. The fact that healing of disability is part of the kingdom of God means that it is God’s intention to bring complete healing to persons with disabilities when the kingdom of God comes in fullness. This section will discuss the multifaceted meaning of the word ‘healing’. Healing is a broad term which should not be restricted to physical cure nor should it exclude physical cure.

Several writers have pointed out that there is a difference between cure and healing. Chitando (2007:63-64) observes that the idea of healing has become controversial largely because of the post-Enlightenment notion that miraculous healing is not possible. Healing is sometimes narrowly understood as only involving cure. Cure involves only the physical dimension while healing may involve
“physical, psychical, spiritual and other dimensions”. Healing as “restoration and reintegration” can be possible without the need to believe in the miraculous.

Black (1996:51-53) also sees a distinction between healing and cure. She claims that healing involves a sense of peace and finding meaning within one’s circumstances. Defining healing in terms of physical perfection can result in alienation from the community for those who have a disability. Jesus, on the other hand, in his healing of the sick, brought about restoration to community for the person with a disability. The lepers were able to go back to worship in the temple; the woman with the issue of blood was able to go back to her community.

The sick person is restored to an appropriate mode of being – not of doing. The breaking down of those barriers allowed the being of the person to be affirmed again and to experience healing (53).

Grant (1998:77-78), however, displays a very negative attitude towards any kind of physical cure.

It is true that on one level the healing stories are stories of inclusion in that Jesus heals and welcomes all sorts of people into God’s reign. However, the very fact that they are physically healed by Jesus suggests that physical restoration is a necessary component of their entry into the community (77).

Her objection is that the kingdom of God is welcoming only to the able-bodied. Persons with disabilities are not acceptable as they are, and must be changed to conform to ‘the norm’.

The above approaches, to various extents, can be understood as reductionist. In 2003 the World Council of Churches (WCC) issued an interim statement on disability, ‘A Church of All and for All’ (Fritzson and Kabue 2004:64-88). In this discussion paper the WCC notes that there are different approaches to healing.
Article 42 states that Jesus did not distinguish between “social restoration and physical healing”. Therefore, to gain a full and complete theological perspective on disability requires providing an integrated view of health, salvation and healing.

Healing is not merely a matter of physical cure. Healing must be understood to include a wide range of factors affecting the whole person. Healing can involve spiritual, mental, interpersonal and social aspects. Equally, the idea that healing excludes physical cure should be rejected. The following section addresses the way in which the diverse character of healing was worked out within the ministry of Jesus.

**The Healings of Jesus**

During the ministry of Jesus he healed many persons with disabilities in the senses of healing discussed above - cure, restoration, acceptance, and inclusion. These different aspects of healing were not effected separately by Jesus; rather he healed the whole person. However, I will deal with each of these aspects of Jesus’ ministry in turn, beginning with physical cure.

The physical aspect of disability is sometimes ignored in favour of emphasising social barriers. Among disability writers it is common to claim that disability is a social problem. French (1993:17-21) cites Oliver’s (1983) definition of “impairment as ‘individual limitation’ and disability as ‘socially imposed restriction’”. She observes, however, that this model will not solve every problem associated with disability. It is true that society does place barriers to access for persons with disabilities as well as displaying considerable prejudice. It is,
nonetheless, not helpful to ignore the real experiences of persons with disabilities. Elimination of barriers and prejudice would not eliminate all aspects of disability.

The healings of Jesus should definitely be understood to include physical cure. Corner (2005:82) denies that the miracle stories can be read as “metaphors for overcoming prejudice or exclusion”. If Jesus’ miracles are interpreted as metaphors then the practical realities of disability are not dealt with in a practical fashion. The metaphorical scenario would imply that the lepers were sent back to their communities still having leprosy, and that Jesus healed the social rifts which excluded the demonised but they remained mentally ill. Although there is a clear connection between the healing of a sick person and the healing of society, these cannot be conflated into one. To do so is to deny that Jesus took practical measures to give the sick and disabled what was needed. What they needed included physical cure.

As well as providing physical cure Jesus had an inclusive attitude towards the outcastes of society. Boff (1987:17) points out that Jesus sided with those who were disparaged by society - because they did not or could not attain to society’s standards - including the man blind from birth, the paralytic, and other persons with disabilities. He came for those who needed a doctor (Mark 2:17) rather than for those who fitted comfortably within his society. Jesus was unafraid of the consequences of siding with outcastes. “He [was] vilified, insulted, accused of keeping bad company, labelled subversive, heretical, possessed, insane, and more.”
Jesus lived in the midst of persons with disabilities. Webb-Mitchell (1994:57-58) gives examples of parables and settings in which Jesus interacted with those who had disabilities. Luke 14:15-24 tells of a great banquet to which persons with disabilities have been invited. Mark 5:34 speaks of the woman with the haemorrhage who thought that Jesus could heal her. In John 9:1-34 Jesus healed the man born blind, who was presumed an evil sinner by the Pharisees. There are three things to observe from Jesus “keeping company” with persons with disabilities.

Firstly (Webb-Mitchell 1994:57-58), Jesus is present with those who have disabilities. In Luke 7:18-23 the disciples of John the Baptist came to ask Jesus if he was the Messiah. When they arrived Jesus was surrounded by persons with disabilities. He was busy healing their bodies, talking to them, and being with them. For Jesus, persons with disabilities were not objects of fear but people with whom he chose to be present. Secondly, in healing the people, Jesus was doing the good news; he preached and he acted out the gospel. This good news is that those who are disabled, in both literal and figurative senses, can be healed by the source of all life, that is, Jesus. Thirdly, because Jesus identified with persons with disabilities he demonstrated a radical acceptance of these people which no one else exhibited.

Jesus did more than feel pity towards the sick, he had compassion on them. As Chitando (2007:50-54) states, “Jesus was determined to ameliorate human suffering.” Compassion is often incorrectly imagined to be the same as pity. However, pity tends to be patronising to those who are pitied. Compassion is better understood as “suffering with another”. The New Testament shows that God, in Christ, is compassionate. The ministry of Jesus shows forth this compassion, not
because Jesus felt sorry for the marginalised, but in the way he restored the dignity of the sick and disabled (along with other marginalised groups).

Jesus also acted to bring about a change in the attitudes of his society. Hull (2001:165-166) explains that Mark 3:5 records one of the rare times that Jesus became angry. His anger was directed against the people’s attitude towards the man with a disability – he had a withered hand. The people watched to see whether Jesus would heal on the Sabbath. Jesus did not avoid the issue by ignoring the man with a disability. Instead he asked the people: “Is it lawful on the Sabbath to do good or to do harm, to save life or to kill?” The people’s concern was with defending a religious dogma rather than having compassion on the man with a disability. Jesus answered his own question by saying to the man, “Stretch out your hand” and he physically restored the man.

Jesus brought about more than a changed life for a few individuals. Rotholz (2002:72) notes that Jesus challenged the actual structures of his culture. Hendrickx (1987:25-26) clarifies that Jesus’ brought liberation first to the poor. The most significant part of the saying of Matt 11:4-5 is that the good news is proclaimed to the poor. Paralytics and lepers were indeed poor with no medical care and no means of support. Also as “sinners” they were socially ostracised. The kingdom of God first affects those who have no rights, the “little ones”, and “the least of my brothers” (Matt 18:6, 10, 14; 25:40, 45).

So far, the discussion has centred on people with physical disabilities. The question arises as to how Jesus treated people with intellectual disabilities. It is
difficult to find any examples of people with intellectual disabilities in the Gospels. But it is possible to see how Jesus treated those who had inferior status.

Hauerwas (1986:183-186) claims that to attribute intellectual disability to someone is to deny status to that person. ‘Normal’ people are afraid of and disturbed by those who have intellectual disabilities. He compares the treatment of people with intellectual disability to that of children. It is acceptable to be a child only because children grow into adults and no longer act like children. Yet people with intellectual disabilities do not grow out of acting like children.

Jesus treated children, those without status, as if they had status. Matt 18:1-5, as Smalley (2001:103) asserts, is an example of what Jesus taught regarding the treatment of persons with intellectual disabilities. As France (2007:675-679) notes, Jesus responded to the disciples’ question “Who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?” by using the example of a child to show who is the greatest in the kingdom. These verses in Matthew refer to the status of children rather than some moral characteristic. A child had a position at the bottom of the social strata as children were continually subject to the decisions and authority of adults. Yet Jesus accorded a status to children which was far beyond what his society accorded them.

Jesus brought healing to persons with disabilities in all senses of the word. Persons with disabilities experienced physical cure and in this way Jesus addressed the practical difficulties associated with disability. But Jesus did not simply cure people. The attitude of Jesus towards persons with disabilities was positive and inclusive. Jesus spent time with persons with disabilities. He accepted them as
people worthy of attention and love. He had compassion on those who had disabilities and restored their dignity. But Jesus’ actions went further than change for individuals. Jesus challenged the attitudes of his culture and liberated the persons with disabilities from their poverty. Jesus gave status to those who were denied status in his society so it is possible to imagine how Jesus would value those who have intellectual disabilities.

**Connections to the Cross and the Resurrection**

Up to this point I have discussed Jesus’ healings and his attitude towards persons with disabilities. This is important in constructing an understanding of Jesus as the ‘disabled God’ because such a title could not be given to anyone who failed to show love towards persons with disabilities. However, Jesus’ actions and attitudes towards persons with disabilities are not sufficient in themselves to earn him this title. This section brings the argument closer to the cross, where Jesus fully entered into the experience of being disabled. Here I will discuss the next step in Jesus’ identification with persons with disabilities.

Part of Jesus’ identification with persons with disabilities is his living within the conditions which are frequent causes of disability worldwide. Oliver (2006:27-28) notes that two out of three of the estimated half a billion persons with disabilities live in developing countries. It is possible that many – up to half - disabilities could be prevented. The causes of disability include lack of proper nutrition - sometimes caused by difficult political situations - and social causes, including poverty.
Palestine, at the time of Jesus’ birth, was a politically oppressed nation. As Boff (1987:11-12) explains, Palestine had been oppressed by the Romans for hundreds of years. They had a godless king in Herod the Great and were occupied by foreign armies as well as being subject to high taxation levied by these foreign rulers. In this society, there was no economic security, with income being unstable due to the frequent need to look for work.

Into this politically oppressed nation Jesus was born a poor man. Moltmann-Wendel (2005:10) reminds us that, after his birth, Jesus was laid in a manger. This is an image of poverty and one which later interpreters have linked to the cross. Becoming poor, according to Moltmann (1974:52), involved Jesus emptying himself and giving over everything to freeing those who are poor (2Cor 8:9). T.F. Torrance (1998:50-51) points out the powerlessness of Jesus. Jesus did not act to rescue himself from the hunger which he experienced when he fasted in the desert (Matt 4:2). In the same way he refused to come down from the cross (Matt 27:40).

Another way in which Jesus expressed his identification with persons with disabilities is in the parable of the sheep and the goats in Matthew 25:31-46. The nations will be judged according to how they act towards the hungry, the thirsty, the naked, the sick, and those in prison. Boff (1987:17) interprets verse forty of this parable to mean that God is hidden in the other, in our neighbour who is in need. Cooper (1992:179) also understands this parable as saying that God is present in the weak and marginalised. According to Chitando (2007:54), Jesus here characterizes faithfulness towards his person in terms of compassionate actions. Rotholz (2002:87)
adds: “It is a mysterious but wonderful truth that God is present in those who are not considered worth much according to the standards of this world.”

Jesus identified with the sick he healed in that every healing took place at some expense to himself. Mackrell (1987:18) notes that each healing brought some harm to Jesus. The woman with the issue of blood (Mark 5:30) caused power to go out from Jesus. When Jesus healed on the Sabbath he consistently came into conflict. After healing the leper (Mark 1:41), Jesus became isolated while the leper was free to re-enter society. Hull (2007:167) asserts that in showing compassion for a grieving woman (Luke 7:13) or for blind men (Matt 20:34) Jesus demonstrated his empathy. Even more so, when Jesus cried tears with Lazarus’ sisters (John 11:35), “he [was] entering into the loss and bearing it.”

Moltmann (1998:115-116) maintains that Jesus’ power to heal the sick came through his suffering. Jesus did not heal the sick by means of magic but by means of faith. The answer to how Jesus was able heal lies in the passage which Matthew (8:17) quotes from Isaiah (53:4), “He took our infirmities and bore our diseases”. Jesus healed the sick by bearing their diseases; he took the sicknesses and disabilities upon himself. The healing of the sick and disabled points to the cross:

The entire life of Jesus is basically a single path of passion from Bethlehem to Golgotha; and on his way to suffering and death for the sake of the salvation of the world, Jesus heals the sick, accepts the outcasts, and drives out evil spirits (Moltmann 1998:115).

It is not the deity of Jesus Christ, then, which gave him the power to heal the sick, but rather his willingness to suffer and die for human sickness and death.
The miracles of Jesus also have links to his resurrection. T.F. Torrance (1998:32-33) explains that there are two words used in the New Testament for resurrection, anistēmi and egeirō. The way in which egeirō is used in the New Testament is unique, which underscores its connection to God’s raising of Jesus from the dead. The fact that egeirō is used when speaking of raising up the sick is a sign that healings are within the scope of the resurrection. Jesus’ healing miracles, according to Hendrickx (1987:12, 27-28), herald the new condition of humanity in which “death will be no more; mourning and crying and pain will be no more, for the first things have passed away” (Rev 21:4).

Jesus identified with persons with disabilities. He lived as a true human being under conditions which are frequent causes of disability in the world: oppression, poverty and malnutrition. He verbally identified with persons with disabilities when he declared that a person’s treatment of the sick will be reckoned as his or her treatment of Jesus. Lastly, Jesus’ healings were not mere acts outside his person but each healing affected Jesus negatively. Jesus suffered in his compassionate actions towards persons with disabilities, whether through weakness or isolation or taking the infirmities upon himself. This identification of Jesus with persons with disabilities would become complete in the cross. Nonetheless, the miraculous has links with his resurrection from the dead, showing that Jesus’ identification with persons with disabilities does not end with suffering but with overcoming.
Conclusion

Jesus’ ministry to persons with disabilities was a very positive one. He brought about healing for persons with disabilities and this healing encompassed all that healing means – physical cure, reconciliation of relationships, reintegration into community, compassion, inclusion, and transformation of society. Jesus also accorded status to those without status, suggesting that he would have valued people with intellectual disabilities. Jesus’ healings took place within the kingdom of God which has arrived in him. As such these healings are difficult to separate from salvation. The consummation of the kingdom of God will bring about the complete redemption of the body. The healing ministry of Jesus is intimately connected to his cross and resurrection. Jesus began to identify with persons with disabilities even in his life.

At this point it is fair to say that Jesus has earned the title ‘God of the disabled’ but he has not yet earned the title the ‘disabled God’. For Jesus to be given the title the ‘disabled God’ requires a number of things: he must be fully God and fully human; he must have a positive relationship with persons with disabilities; and he must experience disability himself. So far chapter one has argued his status as the God-man and chapter two has argued that Jesus spent a large amount of time with persons with disabilities and met their needs in multifaceted ways. The next chapter will examine the cross of Christ and his experience of disability in his person.
The Cross

Introduction

Previously I have argued that the second person of the Trinity freely emptied himself in the incarnation and entered into the world in which disability is common. During his ministry Jesus healed many persons with disabilities as part of his inauguration of the kingdom of God. In both his free entering into the mortal human sphere, and in his positive treatment of persons with disabilities, Jesus identified with persons with disabilities. Thus far Jesus could rightly be called the ‘God of the disabled’. This chapter will turn its attention to the cross on which Jesus entered fully into the experience of disability. The divine freedom is expressed in the intentionality of the cross. There Jesus experienced what it is to be a person with disabilities - physically, socially and emotionally. It is on the cross that Jesus truly became the ‘disabled God’. The implications of this disabling experience on the cross will be discussed in four sections: the implications for the Trinity, theodicy, ability in weakness, and implications for persons with disabilities.

Divine Freedom and the Intentionality of the Cross

In chapter one I pointed out that God is free to become other than himself and hence free to become incarnate. But, as Balthasar (cited by O’Donnell 1988:64-65) posits, “de potentia absoluta” is not the same as “de potentia trinitaria”. The Son’s freedom must be understood within the context of his sonship. He will not ever exceed the bounds of his mission. Barth (CD IV.1:163-166) insists that Jesus desires
only obedience to his Father. Jesus emptied himself and humbled himself even to
death on a cross (Phil 2:7-8) and this humiliation was no chance occurrence. Jesus
chose this humiliation freely because he was the obedient Son. And yet there can be
no other choice if he is to be consistent with himself. “He chooses, but he chooses
that, apart from which, being who he is, he could not choose anything else” (166).

It is vital to understand that the death of Jesus on the cross was no accident of
history but rather a part of the divine plan for the salvation of the human race. Cousar
(1990:26-27) points out that God the Father was the hidden initiator behind the cross.
It was the self-giving love of God (Rom 5:8) which prompted the divine intention to
see the Son go to the cross, and the willing obedience of the Son, who submits to the
will of the Father (Gal 1:4), that brought it about. Jesus did not bend the Father’s will
nor was the resurrection a response of pity towards the martyred Jesus by the Father.

The scriptures, both Old and New Testaments, assert the inevitability of the
cross. “Christ died for our sins in accordance with the scriptures” (1Cor 15:3).
R. Jenson (1997:183) remarks that the death of Jesus was a divine certainty; it
happened “according to the definite plan….of God”. The fact that Jesus predicted his
own death as recorded in the Gospels (Mark 8:31; 9:31; 10:33) points to the same
inevitability. Weber’s (1979:105, 134) analysis of the Gospel passion stories also
leads him to the conclusion that the cross was a “divine must”. Mark uses the Psalms
of lament to stress the “divine must” of the cross while John does this by emphasising
the “must of love”.
Jesus accepted his own death as something which was part of his mission. According to L. Keck (2000:115-118), the Synoptic Gospels contain three main predictions of Jesus’ passion (Mark 8:31; 9:31; 10:33-34 plus parallel passages). These passion predictions in the mouth of Jesus imply that Jesus was not surprised by events in Jerusalem. Only Matthew mentions the crucifixion (Mat 20:19), but Jesus knew that going to Jerusalem meant death (Luke 13:32-33) and he spoke of “going through many sufferings and being treated with contempt” (Mark 9:12).

Knowing that suffering, rejection and death awaited him there, Jesus deliberately went to Jerusalem. Luke 9:51 records, “When the days drew near for him to be taken up, he set his face to go to Jerusalem.” O’Donnell (1988:58) states that several New Testament passages record Jesus’ willingness to die for humanity. His decision to go to Jerusalem was deliberate despite the inexorableness of his death. As L. Keck (2000:121) argues, Jesus was not simply “in the wrong place at the wrong time.” His disciples did not convince him to make the journey to Jerusalem. Jesus made a deliberate and free decision to go to his death in Jerusalem because he understood this action to be the climax of his divinely appointed mission.

Jesus’ death was the continuation of his life, which he lived in the service of others. O’Collins (1977:59) maintains that Jesus might have prevented his death by backing away from his ministry and message but he did not. His words and his actions provoked his opponents into bringing about his death. Cooper (1992:176) also sees the Cross as related to the life which Jesus lived. He lived for others and he died for others, thus demonstrating that he was willing to suffer death because of the love for others which he expressed in his words and deeds. Medieval theologian
Bernard of Clairvaux (d1153) expressed well this willingness to suffer on the part of Jesus:

> We have an example in our Saviour. He wanted to suffer so that he would know how to suffer with us (Heb 2:17), to become wretched so that he could learn mercy…(quoted in Sloyan 1995:134-135).

The cross was an event which was freely and deliberately chosen by both the Father and the Son. The Father chose the cross in order to bring salvation to broken humanity and the Son humbly obeyed the will of the Father as recorded in the scriptures and as prophesied by his own words. The decision of Jesus to submit to the cross demonstrates that Jesus saw his death as the climax of his mission and also that he was fully committed to a life lived for others, even to the point of giving up that life on behalf of others.

Jesus’ deliberate decision to endure the cross means that he made a deliberate decision to allow himself to become disabled. In this sense he was not a hapless victim in his disablement, as so many people are, but he was a victim nonetheless. To be the ‘disabled God’ requires that there is willingness to take on disability. Jesus did not shy away from the consequences of the life he intended to live. A life lived for the weak and the marginalised and the disabled culminated in the Son of God becoming weak and marginalised and disabled. In becoming the ‘disabled God’ upon the cross, Jesus demonstrated the heart of the Father to those who suffer disability.

**Jesus Took on Disability on the Cross**

Thus far, in this chapter, I have argued that Jesus went to the cross in response to the will of the Father and with full deliberateness. For Jesus, dying was not an
accident of history but the climax of a life lived in service of the poor, the weak, and persons with disabilities. In this section I will explore the ways in which Jesus became disabled during his passion. In doing so I will attempt to show that Jesus not only took on physical disability but he also identified with people with intellectual disabilities on the cross.

On the cross Jesus literally became the ‘disabled God’. Burton Cooper, in his article ‘The Disabled God’ (1992:176), uses Moltmann’s image of the ‘crucified God’ to coin the new image of the ‘disabled God’ – albeit Cooper’s concept of the ‘disabled God’ is considerably different to Eiesland’s. He pertinently observes: “Jesus on the cross is God disabled, made weak and vulnerable to worldly powers because of the perfection of divine love.” This insight is weakened by Cooper’s understanding of the title ‘disabled God’ as a metaphor elsewhere in his article. When Moltmann calls Jesus Christ the ‘crucified God’ he means this literally not metaphorically. I will argue in the following discussion that the title ‘disabled God’ can be applied literally to Jesus in his passion.

To understand the disabling of Jesus on the cross it is instructive to have a general understanding of crucifixion. Hengel (1977:25, 29-31) describes what was involved when a person was crucified. There was large variability in the form of the execution because the soldiers were permitted to give full vent to their own sadism, but a ‘typical’ procedure can be described. Before the crucifixion the victim was flogged and often expected to carry the crossbeam to the site of the crucifixion. Then the person was nailed to the crossbeam, “raised up and seated on a small wooden
The torture which resulted continued for a long time. Seneca described the agony of the cross:

Can anyone be found who would prefer wasting away in pain dying limb by limb, or letting out his life drop by drop, rather than expiring once for all? Can any man be found willing to be fastened to the accursed tree, longing sickly, already deformed, swelling with ugly weals on shoulders and chest, and drawing the breath of life amid long-drawn-out agony? He would have many excuses for dying before mounting the cross (quoted in Hengel 1977:30-31).

The cross is inherently disabling. Crucifixion would have made it almost impossible to function as a human being on any significant level because of the extreme and unrelenting pain. Being pinned to a cross meant the victim was unable to move his or her limbs, was barely able to breathe, and could do none of the most basic human activities like eating or drinking without the assistance of sadistic soldiers. There is very little about this experience which would not be called disabling.

What follows is a description of some of the specific disabilities which Jesus experienced on the cross. As Jesus went through his passion he took on many of the disabilities which he had healed during his ministry. In this way Jesus fully identified with persons with disabilities by experiencing what they experience.

John Hull (2001:159-160, 164) offers the example of Jesus’ blindness as the way in which Jesus identified with people who are blind. Hull observes that whenever Jesus came across people who were blind he restored their sight; he did not merely offer acceptance and inclusion. Jesus spoke of healing the blind as central to his ministry (Luke 4:18ff). Yet it was following Jesus’ arrest that he identified most fully with blind people. Mark 14:65 records, “Some began to spit on him, to
blindfold him, and to strike him, saying to him ‘Prophesy!’ The guards also took him over and beat him.” Because of this humiliation and ridicule, which took place when he was without power to tell who was hitting him (Luke 22:64), Jesus knows what it is to experience the obstacles and powerlessness of blindness.

The next disabling event was severe weakness, most likely brought about by the flogging, which meant Jesus was unable to carry his own cross to Golgotha. “They compelled a passer-by, who was coming in from the country, to carry his cross; it was Simon of Cyrene, the father of Alexander and Rufus” (Mark 15:21). Weber (1979:105-106) suggests that the community to which Mark wrote were perhaps wont to remember the miracles of Jesus and his resurrection. Mark wanted them to see that it is the suffering and weak Jesus who calls them “to follow him in his suffering.” The now risen Jesus is the same person who was too weak to carry his own cross.

Jesus suffered in his passion in a way which parallels the woman with the long-term issue of blood. Moltmann-Wendel (2005:11-12) draws out the parallels between the woman with the severe case of uterine bleeding, mentioned in Mark 5:25-34, and the suffering of Jesus. When Jesus met this socially repudiated woman, she was healed by touching his garment. Likely Mark intended to use this example to show the reader the parallels to the passion story via the use of particular words. The woman suffered in the hands of doctors and Jesus also suffered (Mark 5:26; 8:31; 9:12). The blood of the woman is analogous to that of Jesus. Mark only uses the word ‘body’ in this story and the story of the passion. ‘Scourge’ is another link between the two events. The woman’s illness is called a ‘scourge’ (mástix Mark
5:29) and ‘scourge’ (mastigoō Mark 10:34)\(^2\) is used in regard to what Jesus would endure.

In his ministry Jesus healed several people who were unable to speak (e.g. Mat 9:33; 12:22; 15:30). Jesus went to his death like a mute lamb. Horne (1998:94) describes the muteness of the Lamb of God in his passion. The servant song of Isaiah (52:13-53:12) is interpreted in the New Testament as referring to the death of Jesus Christ. This passage describes the inability of the servant, yet, paradoxically, this accomplishes the will of Yahweh. Central to this paradox is the muteness of the lamb; “like a lamb that is led to the slaughter, and like a sheep that before its shearers is silent [mute], so he did not open his mouth” (Is 53:7). Here mute means both inability (cf. Ps 39:9) and obedience (cf. Ps 38:13-15), and in both the power of God is enigmatically brought to completion.

The above discussion demonstrates that Jesus bore in his body many of the disabling conditions of which he had healed people in his ministry. It may be possible to speak of more disabilities such as paralysis. As O’Collins (1977:52) has stated, “Who is weaker than a man pinned to a cross to twist in pain and die slowly?” D. Keck (1996:17) also refers to “the obvious fact that when you are nailed to a cross, you can no longer control your body’s motions.” However, instead of attempting to show that Jesus experienced every physical disability on the cross I want to adapt an argument from Wilkinson regarding Paul’s thorn in the flesh in order to demonstrate the universal applicability of Jesus’ experience of disability.

\(^2\) The verses and Greek wording are my additions to Moltmann-Wendell.
In his discussion on Paul’s thorn in the flesh (2Cor 12:7-10), Wilkinson (1998:231-232) argues that Paul’s experience of the thorn has significance for the present day, particularly because the identity of the thorn cannot be ascertained with certainty. Certainty would mean that Paul’s experience of strength in weakness (2Cor 12:9) may only be applicable to people who had the same physical problem in common. Similarly, the Gospel writers, as L. Keck (2000:125) notes, do not seem interested in going into depth in their descriptions of the crucifixion. Mark 15:24 states baldly, “and they crucified him”. In the same way that Wilkinson can apply Paul’s thorn to the present, because of the uncertainty of what afflicted Paul, the experience of Jesus can be applicable to all persons with disabilities in the present because it is not possible to provide every detail of Jesus’ disabilities.

There is no doubt that being nailed to a cross would cause a person to lose physical control over his or her body, but there is much which cannot be said about Jesus’ experience of disability on the cross. It is not possible to state categorically that Jesus experienced the symptoms of multiple sclerosis, for example, because there is simply not enough detail to draw on. The disabling of Jesus must be seen in more general terms so that a person with a disability is able to see that Jesus had, on the cross, much in common with him or her even though a particular person’s disability may not be identifiable in the passion narrative. Smalley (2001:104) puts it well as she states:

One could argue that Jesus hanging on the cross at the time of his Crucifixion had taken on the persona of a man with multiple disabling conditions. Jesus’ vulnerability links him with all those who are helpless and vulnerable. God’s plan called for Jesus to both come into the world and leave the world as one who was totally helpless.
In addition to his physical disablement, in dying the death of a helpless man, Jesus also seems to have lost the messianic anointing by which he healed the sick during his ministry. Weber (1979:114, 127) contends that Matthew’s passion story shows a Jesus who has given up his power and authority. Instead of looking like the mighty Son of God Jesus became god-forsaken. John’s Gospel takes up this idea in a different fashion. In John’s account Jesus says “I am thirsty” (John 19:28) pointing to the irony “that the one who has in his giving the eternally thirst-quenching water of life, should now be thirsty.” On the cross all power to heal the sick and bring about the kingdom of God seems lost as Sobrino (2003:238-239) concludes. Indeed the opposite of kingdom power is present. God is, at best, no longer actively present, or, at worst, not present at all. Thus the death of Jesus stands in sharp contrast with his life.

Thus far I have argued that Jesus experienced physical disability in his passion. He experienced extreme weakness, blindness, muteness, suffering, loss of control over his body, and agonising pain. While it is not possible to attribute the symptoms of every physical disability to the experience of Jesus, it is possible to say that Jesus was subject to many disabling conditions and thus he identified with persons with physical disabilities in a radical way by his submission to the cross. Not only did Jesus experience physical disability he also lost his ability to heal such disabilities in contrast with his life. Now I will attempt to explicate Jesus’ identification with persons with intellectual disabilities.
Intellectual Disability and the Cross

Not only did Jesus identify with persons with physical disabilities but he also identified with persons with intellectual disabilities. I aim to demonstrate that Jesus is the ‘disabled God’ in terms of intellectual disability as well as physical disability. Gregory of Nazianzus (cited in O’Collins 1977:74) wisely observed that “what is unassumed is unhealed”. I opine, consequently, that Jesus needed to identify with persons with intellectual disability. While it is possible to see that Jesus experienced physical disability on the cross it is more difficult to see how Jesus identified with persons with intellectual disabilities in his passion. There is no evidence to suggest that Jesus had an intellectual disability on the cross. However, it is not necessary for Jesus to have an intellectual disability for him to identify with those who do. Hauerwas (1986:184) comments:

> to be retarded is not finally a scientific or medical description, it is a moral claim that puts people at a disadvantage simply because they seem different from most of us in humanly significant ways.

Accordingly, I conclude that it is disadvantage which is the most significant aspect of intellectual disability with which Jesus needed to identify.

Jesus identified with persons with intellectual disabilities through his experiences of loneliness, poverty, shame and stigma in his passion. Loneliness, poverty, shame and stigma do not exclusively apply to people with intellectual disabilities. However, such people probably experience the above in greater degree than others, even more so than those with physical disabilities. To demonstrate Jesus’ identification with persons with intellectual disabilities it is first necessary to
explore the world of such people. This section will follow a pattern of identifying the nature of the experience of persons with disabilities and then showing the parallels for Jesus on the cross.

People with intellectual disabilities are regularly excluded and are consequently very lonely. According to Smalley (2001:102), people with intellectual disabilities are frequently excluded from participating in groups of ‘normal’ people. To be excluded is dehumanising and painful to the excluded person. Exclusion diminishes the person and implies that the excluded person is undeserving of being part of human interaction. Jean Vanier (cited in Smalley 2001:102) says: “I have come to the conclusion that those with intellectual disabilities are among the most oppressed and excluded people in the world.”

Jesus experienced the extremes of loneliness and exclusion on the cross. O’Collins (1977:53) comments that the cry of dereliction which Mark records shows that Jesus was completely forsaken by both human beings and also, seemingly, by God. All the people in Jesus’ life – his family and country-people, the king and the religious leaders, his chosen disciples and all the people of Jerusalem – left him alone to die a despised death inflicted by the enemy Romans. In the loneliness of this scene Jesus cried out, “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” (Mark 15:34). “Mark…lets Jesus die utterly alone.”

Poverty is so often an unwanted adjunct to having a disability. Fritzson and Kabue (2004:49) note that many persons with disabilities are amongst the world’s poorest people. According to Hauerwas (1986:172) those with intellectual
disabilities also suffer from problems which accompany poverty – poor housing, poor medical treatment, and poor education.

Like so many persons with disabilities, Jesus endured extreme poverty on the cross. Hengel (1977:51, 57) observes that crucifixion was the “slaves’ punishment” and those slaves were subject to their master’s every capricious notion. L. Keck (2000:125) states that it was standard practice for the victim to be crucified naked. Putting all this together it is possible to see that Jesus suffered the death of the lowest rank in society and on the cross he did not even have the basic necessity of clothing to cover him. Thus he identified with the world’s poor in his passion.

In addition to loneliness and poverty there is a distinct sense of stigma and shame attached to being disabled. Black (1998:8-9) comments: “historically persons with disabilities have been seen as less than human.” She notes that while the degree of stigma varies, the experience of being stigmatized is common to all persons with disabilities. Fritzson and Kabue (2004:24-25) observe that most persons with disabilities experience stigmatisation resulting in discrimination, derision, condescension, and exclusion. Hauerwas (1986:184) notes that this particularly applies to people with intellectual disabilities because being different is enough to stigmatise them. There is a strong sense of blame attached to disability, as Cooper (1992:177) remarks. Even with a scientific world-view many people still secretly believe that persons with disabilities and their families are in someway to blame for that disability.
Jesus identified with those who experience shame and stigma because crucifixion was the most shameful death in the ancient world. Hengel (1977:4, 8, 24, 37, 42) states that crucifixion was a death meant for criminals. Josephus called it “the most wretched of deaths”. The executioners intentionally subjected the victim to extreme humiliation. So despised was the act of crucifixion, and the fate of the criminal assigned such a punishment, that mention was hardly made of crucifixion in ancient inscriptions. Hengel quotes Cicero:

But the executioner, the veiling of the head and the very word ‘cross’ should be far removed not only from the person of a Roman citizen but from his thoughts, his eyes and his ears. For it is not only the actual occurrence of these things or the endurance of them, but liability to them, the expectation, indeed the very mention of them, that is unworthy of a Roman citizen and a free man (42).

Sadly, religious vilification is common experience for people with intellectual disabilities even in the Christian Church. Eiesland (1994:76) criticises the American Lutheran Church (ALC) for passing a resolution to prevent people with “‘significant’ mental or physical handicaps” from entering the ordained ministry. Black (1998:16) explains that this attitude springs from the belief that people who are not physically whole cannot represent the perfect man Jesus. This attitude towards persons with disabilities extends further than exclusion from ordination. Susan Speraw (2006:222) provides some disturbing examples of persons with disabilities being denied a meaningful place in their Churches because of those disabilities. One twenty year-old with cerebral palsy was not permitted to sing in the choir “because the pastor says he is too strange”.

There were religious dimensions to the shame of the cross which gave Jesus something further in common with people with intellectual disabilities. Hengel
(1977:84-85, 88) explains that the Jews of Jesus’ time looked at crucifixion through the lens of Deut 21:23, “anyone hung on a tree is under God's curse”. The religious aspects of the shame of crucifixion added to the general denigration of the victim in the common mindset. O’Donnell (1988:60-61) observes that Jesus was considered a blasphemer by the religious leaders. The manner of his death seemed to emphasise this view; he was put to death outside the holy city of Jerusalem (Heb 13:12) like one repudiated and condemned.

It is difficult to talk about Jesus having an intellectual disability on the cross. To say that Jesus identified with people with intellectual disabilities by experiencing cognitive impairment would be to go beyond what the Gospel accounts tell of his death. However, Jesus did identify with persons with intellectual disabilities in his experience of loneliness, poverty, shame and stigma, and religious vilification as he was crucified. Jesus is truly the ‘disabled God’ because he was physically disabled on the cross and he identified with persons with intellectual disabilities in the negative experiences that they commonly face.

Consequences of the ‘Disabled God’

Now that the conclusion has been reached that Jesus is truly the ‘disabled God’ – because of his identification with persons with disabilities on the cross - the question must be asked, “So what?” What difference does it make that Jesus is the ‘disabled God’? This section will explore the difference that this makes to both an understanding of the Godhead and to persons with disabilities by discussing the relationship of the disabled Jesus to the Trinity, theodicy, a theology of weakness,
and the consequences of Jesus taking on disability for those people who experience
disability. I begin with the ‘disabled God’ and the Trinity.

The Cross and the Trinity

What does Jesus’ experience of disability on the cross mean for the Godhead? In attempting to answer this question I have chosen to begin with the ideas of Moltmann in *The Crucified God*. Moltmann (1974:240-243) speaks of the cross as an event within the life of the Trinity. According to Moltmann “the theology of the cross must be the doctrine of the Trinity and the doctrine of the Trinity must be the theology of the cross.” The Father delivered up (*paradidonai*) the Son to death and that death involved all that being delivered up means for sinful humanity. God delivers up sinners to their own sinfulness (Rom 1:24) and this handing over into godlessness is the punishment for their abandonment of God. The solution to the godforsakenness of the godless is the godforsakenness of the Son on the cross.

But, Moltmann (1974:243-244) continues, it is not merely that the Son is delivered up to suffering and death, this suffering is a suffering within the Trinity. As the Son dies in godforsakenness on the cross the Father also suffers in his delivering up of the Son. The Father’s suffering is different to the Son’s. “The Son suffers dying, the Father suffers the death of the Son” (243). Yet in this separation of Father and Son there is a profound unity of purpose. The Son also gives himself, according to Gal 2:20b - “the Son of God, who loved me and gave (*paradontos*) himself for me.” The will of the Son is fully in accord with the will of the Father in the cross.
and, as such, there is both fellowship in their separation and separation in their fellowship.

So, concludes Moltmann (1974:246), the cross is an eschatological event between the Son and the Father. Thus understanding of the Trinity is found in the cross of Christ. In the cross is desolation, godforsakenness and even death, eternal condemnation and infinite emptiness and non-being and, therefore, these are in God himself. Only because of this is it possible for fellowship with this God to be “eternal salvation, infinite joy, indestructible election and divine life.” The death of Jesus Christ occurred within the “history of God”, that is the history of the Father and the Son. As a result all human history is incorporated into this “history of God” and human beings are able to participate in God’s future, which involves salvation, joy, and life.

In ‘Liberate yourselves’, Moltmann (1998:116-117) goes further than this to apply his understanding of the Trinitarian event of the cross to the experience of disability. The early Church adduced the maxim “whatever is not assumed is not healed”. In effect this means that Jesus Christ must necessarily be a true human being in order for humanity to be healed. The ever-living God did not merely limit himself but became disabled, weak, powerless, and subject to death like mortal humanity. He made disabilities part of his eternal life. It is through subjecting himself to all sickness, disease and suffering that disability is healed by Jesus. By his radical participation in human suffering, God transforms human suffering into “part of his eternal love.”
From Moltmann’s understanding of the cross I conclude, most significantly, that as Jesus became disabled on the cross this was something which had an effect on the Trinity. The Father did not become disabled, because human disability requires becoming a human being, but the Father did experience suffering because of Jesus’ weakness, loneliness, abandonment and shame. He suffered while the Son was unable. He suffered while the Son was vilified. These aspects of disability have become part of the “history of God”. Because of his being disabled, disability will be fully healed by Jesus. But Moltmann goes too far in his conclusion that disability has become “part of [God’s] eternal love”.

Care must be taken in formulating a conception of what is means for Jesus to be the ‘disabled God’. According to Cooper (1992:182):

disabled people [sic] enter in, contributing their reality to God and eternity. God receives the reality of the disabled and gives a place in God’s eternal life that adds to the divine richness of God’s being and all other beings.

Cooper rightly wants to give dignity to persons with disabilities and to recognise their contributions to the world. But Cooper has failed to understand that God knows the reality of persons with disabilities only because he has experienced this reality in the disabling of Jesus on the cross. Jesus has taken this reality into God by virtue of his unique status as the God-man. It is not that being disabled will add to God but rather God will heal disability because he has borne it on the cross.

The fact that God, in Jesus Christ, has become the ‘disabled God’ on the cross does not imply that God is not omnipotent. Cooper (1992:180) suggests that God should not be thought of as “unlimitedly able”. Instead of thinking of God as able to
Cooper’s idea suggests a God who is not omnipotent. However, a truer understanding of the ‘disabled God’ is that God is *free to be weak*. In Christ, God has freely chosen to suffer in the way which human beings suffer. This does not mean that God is not omnipotent but only that, in his omnipotence, he is free to empty himself and become impotent for the sake of love.

Through Christ, God has taken death and, as a corollary, disability into himself by his submission to death on the cross. This action brought about a change in the Trinity in that now death and disability have become part of the “history of God”. Yet the result of this humiliation of Jesus is not the eternalising of disability within God but rather the extinguishing of death and disability. This is possible because Jesus is uniquely both God and human being simultaneously. Disability does not add to God but Jesus’ taking on of disability has added to God’s omnipotence through his freedom to make himself impotent in the cross.

**Theodicy**

I have argued that Jesus is the ‘disabled God’ by virtue of his experience of being disabled on the cross and because he experienced the things which often accompany disability: abandonment, loneliness, poverty, shame and stigma. Becoming the ‘disabled God’ is an event which had an effect on the Trinity in that disability is now part of “the history of God”. Now the subject of theodicy needs to be examined. Many people have wondered why disability exists and why an omnipotent God does not ‘do something about it’. The cross is the answer.
The cross is the ultimate theodicy as Alan Torrance (1989:345) maintains. When Job was afflicted with suffering he voiced a cry of protest to God that may be a cry for all the afflicted: “Do you have eyes of flesh? Do you see as humans see?” (Job 10:4). How far can God go in identifying with those who suffer? It is not possible to give a cogent reply to Job’s question because there is no reason why suffering must be a good within a universe created by a God of love. If such an answer were to be formulated it would serve only to make suffering acceptable, even something to celebrate, as part of God’s good creation. Torrance asserts:

The only possible ground of meaningfulness for Job in this context is the address of the crucified Christ, not simply the Christ on the cross carrying out the painful work of redeeming humanity from its sin – this would be to refer to a suffering with a purpose whereas Job’s seems to be meaningless – but the God who bears the cross in total and radical solidarity with Job in all his godforsakenness (1989:345).

The cross is a surprising theodicy. Sobrino (2003:242-246) contends that God fails to ‘do something’ about suffering in the way in which human beings want him to. What is totally surprising is that God participates in suffering. Love is never love without solidarity with the beloved. God’s solidarity with humankind is demonstrated by the incarnation, in which God was willing to become a victim. Ultimately the cross demonstrates that God not only wages war against human suffering but he does this in solidarity with suffering humanity by becoming a suffering man. The suffering of Jesus introduces a third option in dealing with suffering; instead of accepting suffering as noble or removing suffering from without, Jesus has borne it. If God is silent in the face of suffering it is because he is also suffering in order to bring all suffering to an end.
Jesus’ experience of disability on the cross means that God’s love for persons with disabilities has been demonstrated in a credible way. McGrath (1987:95) declares that the cross shows the true depth of God’s love for humanity. This love is not something which can be understood from an appreciation of creation. It can only be known through the cross of Christ. As Sloyan (1995:188) notes, such entering into the pain of history discloses a God whose love is wholly credible. For D. Keck (1996:172) this brokenness of God permits the Church to speak credibly to those who are suffering “because the Church is called into existence through the desolation, despoiling, and twisting of God’s own body.”

Persons with disabilities need not question the love of God nor need they question why disability has become part of their experience. God has not ignored the fact of disability in the world but has freely submitted himself to all that disability entails in solidarity with those who suffer because of their disabilities. Jesus has not called disability good or stood outside and temporarily removed it, but rather he has healed it from the inside by bearing it. Such bearing of disability makes the ‘disabled God’ a God of credible love for persons with disabilities and enables the Church to minister to persons with disabilities because her God is the ‘disabled God’.

Ability in Weakness

Having come to an understanding of what being the ‘disabled God’ means for the Godhead and what the cross means in terms of theodicy for disability, I now turn to the way in which the cross transforms ideas of strength and weakness. One significant aspect of the ‘disabled God’ is his weakness on the cross in contrast to the
traditional philosophical ideal of an omnipotent God. This power in weakness is something which must change any understanding of disability amongst the people of God.

The powerlessness and weakness of Jesus on the cross has brought about a transformation of reality. As Forde (cited in Colb 2003:457) expresses it:

Whereas the theologian of glory tries to see through the needy, the poor, the lowly, and the “non-existent”, the theologian of the Cross knows that the love of God creates precisely out of nothing.

Fritzson (2000) rejects the idea that the Bible is only a book about healing persons with disabilities. Instead he observes that because God’s power is made perfect in weakness (2Cor 12:9), it is necessary to experience weakness in order to know the power of God.

Horne (1998:93) expands on the idea of power in weakness and sets out to relate it directly to disability by translating astheneia (usually translated as ‘weakness’) as ‘inability’. In 2Cor 12:5-10 Paul glories in his inabilities because God has spoken directly to him saying, “My power is made complete in inability” (Horne’s translation). Thus Paul can conclude, “When I lack ability then I am able” (Horne’s translation). This seeming paradox of a God who is all powerful, yet whose power is completed in inability, is explained by the cross of Christ. For Paul the cross stands at the centre (1Cor 1:23, 2:2; Gal 6:14). The fact that the Messiah was crucified is inherently contradictory for both Jew and Gentile. Yet it was in the cross that God perfectly manifested his power and love through the complete inability of Jesus Christ.
Paul believes, writes Horne (1998:95), that his lack of ability is evidence that “the power of Christ may rest on me” (2Cor 12:9b Horne’s translation). The word Paul uses here for ‘rest’, *episkēnoō*, is hapax in the New Testament. It evokes that idea of a tent like that of the Old Testament tabernacle. This tabernacle was the “locus of sacrifice” in Leviticus. In the Levitical tradition a priest with inabilities was excluded from the tabernacle and from offering sacrifice. Yet Paul has tipped this tradition on its head as he says “that inabilities are the place where God’s power is made complete and that inabilities are the place where Christ’s power comes to abide.”

The result of this new paradigm of power in weakness is a different view of those who are weak and needy. Smalley (2001:104) posits that the cross of Christ brings about a new understanding of being human. Dependence, not independence, is the path to “fullness of life”; need is no longer a bane for now it opens the door to life and blessing. Fritzson (2000) observes that people who are weak have been given gifts that the Church cannot do without. “The members of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable” (1Cor 12:22). No longer is it obvious what weakness is because reality is different to the way things seem.

The cross changes the meaning of disability because it changes the meaning of weakness. Knowledge of God flows out of weakness and not strength. It is through Jesus’ inability, his disability, that the power of God was manifested completely. Now God’s power dwells where there is weakness, including where there is disability. As a result, being dependent is no longer negative and the Church needs those who have disabilities.
The Effect of the ‘Disabled God’ on Persons with Disabilities

The consequences of the ‘disabled God’ discussed so far are the effect on the Trinity, the cross as theodicy, and a change in understanding of weakness and strength. In addition, the ‘disabled God’ can have an effect on persons with disabilities. This includes differences in dignity, status, and the way in which people experience disability. The discussion below utilises the idea that disability is a subset of suffering; disability often involves physical pain, weakness, loneliness, stigma and other difficulties.

The cross bestows dignity and meaning to those who experience disability because God has entered into that experience. David Smith (cited in D. Keck 1996:27) observes: “We deny personhood to, and hence close sympathetic experience with, those who suffer precisely because we want to avoid suffering ourselves”. In contrast to this, McGrath (1987:106-107, 157) notes that by participating in human suffering on the cross, Jesus sanctified suffering and thus afforded dignity to even the most miserable facets of human experience. God’s wretchedness in the cross can give meaning to the believer in the present “contradictions and confusions” of life, not just in the future.

The cross gives those who are suffering a precedent for crying out to God in their pain. L. Keck (2000:149) affirms that the cross has relevance to situations in which suffering is caused by another party. Hurt and anger which result from such pain do not need to be suppressed because Jesus, in Mark’s Gospel, gave vent to his feelings of grief and desolation on the cross (Mark 15:34). If God was present in the
seeming abandonment of Jesus on the cross, then God is present for the believer even when no consciousness of that presence exists. The cross offers no rationales for suffering, but rather it confers the power to endure in hope, because Jesus has gone before by calling out to God, even in his abandonment.

The cross also transforms existing ideas of social status and importance. Cousar (1990:31, 32, 35) explains Paul’s discussion in 1Cor 1:18-2:5 about wisdom and strength in light of the cross. It is not that the foolish and weak Corinthian Christians were made strong and wise. Their human capabilities remained the same but the gospel brings liberation from the old outlook which determines social status. Many of the Corinthians were poor, uneducated and without political suffrage; their social status was low. Yet, now that these people are the elect of God they are able to view themselves in a different light; they are no longer inferior to the “seemingly wise and mighty” (1:28). The cross tips upside-down all notions of wisdom and power, weakness and strength.

Consequently, the cross gives a new status within the Church to persons with disabilities. Black (1998:16) states that this new status is necessary because many people believe that persons with disabilities cannot represent Jesus, who was perfect. This chapter has argued that Jesus was not perfect in the sense of physical perfection. During his passion he was scourged to the point of being unable to carry his own cross. Whatever strength and ability he had left was removed by the act of crucifixion, which left Jesus physically disabled as well as humiliated. The idea that persons with disabilities cannot represent Jesus must be disputed in the light of the ‘disabled God’.
Just as death is undone by the death of Jesus, so too is healing effected by the cross and will be brought to completion in the resurrection of the dead. Medieval mysticism understood something of the healing afforded by the wounds of Jesus. Moltmann (1974:45-46) explains that mysticism viewed the cross of Christ differently to the more normative view of the cross as reconciling sacrifice. Instead mysticism involved meditation on the sufferings of Christ and his nearness to those who suffer. Jesus, in pain and anguish on the cross, was a particular comfort to “the poor and the sick, the oppressed and the crushed” (45), while no one else could be of any help. The theological truth which the mystics correctly understood was that “suffering is overcome by suffering, and wounds are healed by wounds” (46).

Medieval theologian Bernard of Clairvaux (cited in Sloyan 1995:135) described the comfort found in the wounded Christ. He believed that Christ was in no way separate from his people. Jesus has one body of which he is the head, and the people in the Church are his members. There is no separation. Jesus did not suffer merely in the past but he continues to suffer in the present because his body the Church suffers. The pain which his Church feels is borne by him; it is his pain. Knowing that Christ experienced human misery changes us psychologically.

Because of the cross, suffering is transformed from something which is meaningless and must be simply endured alone to something which is done in Christ. Jones (1933:210-211) asserts that Jesus has purified suffering. Suffering is no longer part of the meaninglessness of existence, or the result of past personal sins, or even the outcome of incurring God’s wrath. As a result of the cross, “suffering is the gift of God.” Weinandy (2000:173) contends that those who are in Christ experience
suffering completely differently to those who are not. This is because Christ is God’s response to suffering and Christians suffer as a part of that response. And, therefore, as Moltmann (1974:56) declares, Christians do not suffer alone but in communion with Jesus.

On the cross Jesus has brought about hope for all people through his conquering of death. As Rahner (cited by Mackrell 1987:8) writes, “Jesus is one who can no longer die but who has died; who can no longer suffer but who has suffered; who can no longer fear but has feared.” Moltmann (1974:217-218) explains that “the crucified Christ is the ground of [God’s] new creation” (217), in which death is abolished by life and suffering is brought to an end. The emptiness and meaninglessness of death has been taken into God by Jesus and thus people can now live in the hope of the new creation. This hope is for the resurrection of the dead.

Persons with disabilities experience suffering on their lives to varying extents. That suffering may take the form of physical limitation, physical pain, mental anguish, hopelessness, discrimination, loneliness, poverty or religious vilification. As Jesus has experienced all of these forms of suffering, his passion transforms the experience of disability. Persons with disabilities are accorded dignity and meaning within those disabilities. There is precedent for expressing frustration and pain to God because of Jesus’ cry of dereliction. Notions of status within the Church for persons with disabilities have been upturned. The cross is the means by which physical and emotional healing is brought about. Disability is no longer an experience to endure alone because it takes place ‘in Christ’. Most significantly,
disability is undone as death is undone and there is hope for persons with disabilities in the resurrection of the dead.

**Conclusion**

The cross is the place in which Jesus became the ‘disabled God’ in experience. Prior to this event it was possible to call Jesus the ‘God of the disabled’ because he willingly emptied himself and entered into the human experience with the chance of becoming disabled. In his ministry Jesus spent time with persons with disabilities and brought them healing in all its facets: physical, emotional, spiritual and relational. Yet in none of this could Jesus truly be called the ‘disabled God’ because he had not experienced what it was to be a person with a disability.

The cross is the rightful locus for understanding the ‘disabled God’. It is on the cross that Jesus experienced disability and all that it entails - incapacity, physical pain, mental suffering, weakness, poverty, shame and abandonment. Although Jesus did not become intellectually disabled, he did experience the extreme discrimination, loneliness and loss of personhood which people with intellectual disabilities face regularly. Because of these experiences, it is possible to give Jesus the title of the ‘disabled God’ in every sense. This taking on of disability was part of the intention of God within his plan to redeem humanity. Jesus deliberately went towards the cross in accord with the will of the Father. He has become the ‘disabled God’ by intention not by accident. Because of this, Jesus can speak powerfully to persons with disabilities as one who has entered into their reality.
The implications of the ‘disabled God’ are many. For the Trinity there has been a change in that disability has been taken into “the history of God”. God has not become impotent but he freely chose to empty himself of his omnipotence in the cross. The result is that disability has been borne to extinction in God. This disabling of Jesus has also served to justify God in the face of disability; God is now credibly a God of love for persons with disabilities. Power and weakness have also been transformed with weakness having become the place of God’s presence. Finally, the ‘disabled God’ has given new dignity, status, healing, comfort, and hope to persons with disabilities.

The story of the ‘disabled God’ does not, indeed cannot, end with the cross. Jesus rose from the dead immortal and is seated at God’s right hand. Without his resurrection from the dead the cross is nothing but a tragic event amongst a myriad of tragic events. If Jesus did not rise again from the dead then he cannot be the ‘disabled God’ because God cannot be contained by death. The resurrection guarantees that the implications of the ‘disabled God’ are both possible and will be completed. The final chapter will discuss the resurrection of the ‘disabled God’.
Resurrection

Introduction

The previous chapter argued that Jesus was physically disabled during his passion because of his physical weakness and suffering. He also identified with people with intellectual disabilities by entering into their experience of abandonment, loneliness, poverty and stigma. This chapter aims to clarify why Eiesland’s location of the ‘disabled God’ in the resurrection is problematic.

Eiesland

Eiesland (1994:98-100) locates her conception of the ‘disabled God’ within the resurrection of Jesus. Eiesland’s ‘disabled God’ is such because he has risen from the dead and bears the marks of crucifixion in his hands and in his side. Eiesland (1994:99-100) contends:

In the resurrected Jesus Christ, [the disciples] saw not the suffering servant for whom the last and most important word was tragedy and sin, but the disabled God who embodied both impaired hands and feet and pierced side and imago Dei….In presenting his impaired hands and feet to his startled friends, the resurrected Jesus is revealed as the disabled God….The disabled God is not only the One from heaven but the revelation of true personhood, underscoring the reality that full personhood is fully compatible with the experience of disability.

While Eiesland is notable in her desire to see persons with disabilities included and accepted within the Church, her conception of the ‘disabled God’, centred in the resurrection, has some fundamental problems. This chapter on the resurrection of Jesus aims to clarify what these problems are and thus reinforce my contention that the locus for the ‘disabled God’ must be the cross of Christ and not the resurrection.
There are two major problems with Eiesland’s centring the ‘disabled God’ in the resurrection. The first is that Jesus should not be seen as disabled in his resurrected state. While he bears the scars of the crucifixion, he is not disabled even by Eiesland’s own definition of disabled. Eiesland (1994:27) defines disability as “the consequences of the impairment, that is, an inability to perform some task or activity considered necessary.” The second follows from the notion of Jesus as resurrected and disabled. If Jesus has risen from the dead as a person with disabilities, then persons with disabilities have no hope of being healed in the resurrection of the dead. To bring clarity to these problems this chapter will discuss the scars of the resurrected Christ, the nature of the resurrection body, the exalted state of Christ, and eschatological hope for persons with disabilities.

The Wounds of the Resurrected Christ

Eiesland (1994:100) sees the wounds of the resurrected Jesus as providing proof that the resurrected Christ is the ‘disabled God’. That Jesus still bears the scars of crucifixion is significant but for reasons other than what Eiesland posits. The first is simply that the resurrected Christ can be identified as the same Jesus who was crucified.

Both Luke (24:37-40) and John (20:20, 24-27) report that after Jesus rose from the dead he still carried the marks of crucifixion; Luke mentions wounds in hands and feet while John refers to hands and side. The primary reason mentioned in the Gospels for the wounds is identification. According to Keener (2003:1202), there was a Jewish tradition, in which a resurrected person would look the same as at death,
wounds included (e.g. 2Bar. 50:2-4; Gen. Rab. 95:1; Eccl. Rab. 1:4). Hooke (1967:83) states that the disciples needed to be reassured that the man in their midst was the same man that they had seen crucified days earlier. Without this proof of Jesus’ identity they would never understand the new creation brought about by his resurrection. Bock (1996:1925, 1932-1933) notes the bodily nature of the resurrection; Jesus asks the disciples to touch him and also eats with them to provide further proof that he was no phantom. The body of Jesus was transformed by his resurrection but he bore the scars in continuity with his former existence.

The cross of Jesus is not something which is past and done away with; the cross has ongoing significance for both Jesus and his disciples. Moltmann (1974:181-182, 186-187) says the cross is not undone by the resurrection; it is not an event which is a mere passing phase of Jesus’ journey to glory. Instead, the resurrection changes the cross into “an eschatological saving event”. O’Collins (1973:120) notes that the apostle Paul could never minimise the significance of the cross. The resurrection needs the cross in order for the resurrection to be a saving event. This connection is evident in Rom 4:25, “[He] was handed over to death for our trespasses and was raised for our justification.”

The marks of the crucifixion also imply something for the disciples of Jesus; discipleship involves taking up the cross. O’Collins (1973:120) sees this motif of suffering discipleship within the resurrection narratives in John’s Gospel. “The remembrance of the crucifixion qualifies the resurrection story.” When Jesus appears to his disciples and Thomas (John 20:20, 27), he displays his wounds and offers to let Thomas touch them. Later he appears to Peter on the beach and asks him, “Feed my
lambs” (John 21:15ff). The joy of this encounter with the resurrected Christ is tempered by Jesus’ prediction of Peter’s imprisonment and death (John 21:18-19). The resurrection of Jesus means continued service, together with suffering, for his disciples.

The marks of crucifixion which Jesus continues to bear in his body remind all who look upon him that his lordship is dependent on the cross. O’Donnell (1988:61) asserts that the wounds of the resurrected Christ are a reminder “that he rules from the cross” thus challenging human notions of power and weakness. Harrington (1993:25-26) comments on the image of Christ in Revelation 5. The Lamb is one who has been slain and at the same time he is powerful and exalted. The victory of the Lamb was gained by his self-sacrifice on the cross. Rev 5:6 describes the Lamb as having seven horns which symbolise fullness of power, a power which flows from the cross.

The resurrected Jesus continues to have scars in his hands, feet and side. Thus he is clearly the same person who was crucified and who died. Jesus carries the marks of crucifixion because the resurrection needs the cross as the cross needs the resurrection. The disciples of Jesus cannot forget the cross because suffering is part of discipleship. Indeed, this risen Jesus rules in heaven as the crucified one.

**The Resurrection Body**

The previous section examined the reasons for the marks of the crucifixion in the resurrected Jesus. This section will explore the nature of Jesus’ resurrected body to see if this body qualifies as a disabled body. This exploration will take in both Paul’s conception of the resurrected body and the evidence of the Gospels.
The examination of the resurrected body of Jesus will begin with an examination of Paul’s discussion of the resurrection in 1Corinthians 15. Pannenberg (1968:76-77) observes that although Paul’s discussion of the resurrection in 1Cor 15:35-56 is not so much about the resurrection of Jesus as about the future resurrection of the dead, the two resurrections are fundamentally comparable (cf. Phil 3:21; Rom 6:8-9, 8:29). Paul had seen the resurrected Christ and he believed that this appearance was of the same kind as that which the other apostles experienced. Thus Paul’s description of the resurrection of the dead should give some insight into the nature of the resurrection body of Jesus.

The first aspect of resurrection to note is that this involves both continuity and transformation. O’Collins (1973:113) summarises Paul’s conception of the resurrection in terms of both continuity and transformation. The continuity consists in the fact that the present mortal body will be resurrected (1Cor 15:53; Phil 3:20-21; Rom 8:11). The person who experiences resurrection is continuous with the person who died. The old creation will experience the liberation of recreation (Rom 8:21). As Pannenberg (1968:76) expresses this, there is a “historical continuity” between the beginning and end points of the transformation of the individual.

In contrast to this continuity, there is a radical discontinuity because of the transformation which takes place in the resurrection. O’Collins (1973:113) conveys this notion of far-reaching transformation. Resurrection of the body is by no means like the resuscitation of a dead body or even rejuvenation of old matter. “Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable” (1Cor 15:50). Resurrection requires a “radical transformation” of
human existence. As Pannenberg (1968:76) writes, “nothing will remain unchanged. There is no substantial or structural continuity from the old to the new existence.”

The resurrection body will be a spiritual body in contrast with the present mortal body. Wilkinson (1998:184-185) provides an apt description of the resurrection body. Paul, in 1Cor 15:42-54, speaks of the resurrection as a transformation from the physical body to the spiritual body. The two bodies are vitally different. The present physical body is mortal, weak and destructible, liable to disease, decay, and shame. The spiritual body is the antithesis, being “imperishable, glorious, strong, immortal and life-giving”. Such a body is living and cannot die (Rom 8:11) nor can it become sick or injured. Harris (1983:121) stresses that the body of the resurrected Christian will never experience corruption, it will be outwardly magnificent, and will possess endless health and vitality.

It must be noted that the spiritual resurrection body is not immaterial. Harris (1983:120-121) observes that the resurrection body is not without substance. When Paul uses the term pneumatikos (spiritual) he does not mean that the body will be composed of spirit, rather he is referring to a body governed by spirit. This ‘spirit’ could mean either the Holy Spirit or the human spirit renewed by the Holy Spirit. This body governed by spirit is thus equipped to commune with the heavenly reality. No more, according to O’Collins (1973:113), will the body be oppressed by all the “negative, death-dealing forces” to which it is now subjected.

Paul’s description of the future resurrection body includes both continuity and transformation. The person who is raised from the dead will be the same person who
has died but that person will be radically transformed. This transformation will involve a change from mortality to immortality. The resurrected body will no longer be able to experience death in any form including disability. Such a body will be spiritual in contrast to mortal and will thus become part of the heavenly reality.

**Jesus’ Resurrection Body**

The Gospel descriptions of the body of the resurrected Christ are similar in some ways to Paul’s description of the believer’s resurrection body as well as providing something further. Bock (1996:1933-1934) notes the continuity of the risen Christ with the Jesus who died. Luke 24:39 describes Jesus as having flesh and bones. The risen Jesus has a discernable body which cannot be characterised as a mere phantom. Jesus is recognisably Jesus; he has not been replaced by a spirit. The risen Christ is changed but his former self is discernable in ways such as the nail prints in his hands and feet.

While there is substantial continuity with his old existence, the body of the risen Jesus has been transformed so that he is no longer bound by the same limitations. Wilkinson (1998:185) puts it this way: “His body bore a new relationship to matter.” Harris (1983:53-54) claims that neither matter nor space placed any limits on the risen Christ. He could move through matter – the sealed tomb (Matt 28:2, 6) and closed or even locked doors (John 20:19, 26). He could appear and disappear instantly, although only one disappearance is recorded. The resurrected Christ was generally invisible: the Greek word ὄφθη, meaning ‘he became visible’, is used for
his appearances; his appearances are itemised suggesting that he was not normally
visible; and Jesus did not regularly eat with his disciples or stay overnight with them.

In his resurrected state, Jesus entered into a new mode of existence. According to Harris (1983:57), this mode of existence was characterised by Jesus having become a “life-giving spirit” (1Cor 15:45). In this form of existence the spirit is ultimate; Jesus is unhindered by the limitations of time and space and continuously creating new life for both body and spirit. The resurrection body of Christ responds instantly to the commands of his will and is not reliant on his physical surrounds. O’Collins (1973:115) calls this new existence of Jesus a “fully liberated” one. Jesus is truly himself but in his resurrected state he is “enhanced”.

The resurrection body of Jesus is comparable to the resurrection body of the believer as described by Paul in 1Corinthians 15. There is both continuity – such as the wounds in Jesus’ hands and feet – and discontinuity with the mortal body of Jesus. Now that Jesus has risen from the dead he is no longer mortal, no longer subject to decay, and no longer able to experience disability. He is not bound by the limitations placed on a mortal body: he is able to appear and disappear at will; he is able to walk through walls and locked doors. His body is one which is governed by spirit, immediately responsive to his will and able to exist within the heavenly realms. Jesus is not disabled in his resurrected state, rather he is enabled to do far more than he could ever do before his death.
The Exalted State of the Resurrected Christ

Not only is Jesus not disabled in his resurrected state but he is not humiliated either. Jesus was exalted by his resurrection from the dead in contrast to the humiliation of the cross. Harris (1983:72, 78-80) explains that a crucified Messiah was oxymoron to Jews because a crucified man must be under God’s curse (Deut 21:22-23) but the resurrection of Jesus has shown that this verdict is reversed. No longer is Jesus humiliated, but rather he is exalted, as the frequent allusion to Psalm 110:1, “The LORD says to my lord, ‘Sit at my right hand until I make your enemies your footstool’”, in the New Testament in relation to Jesus attests (e.g. Acts 2:34; Eph 1:20, 22; Heb 1:3, 13, 8:1, 10:12). Jesus is now greatly honoured and shares the throne with God (Rev 3:21).

The resurrected Jesus has been exalted to the highest place that is possible for a human being to reside. Hooke (1967:57) comments that the result of Jesus’ obedience was glory for the Father (Phil 2:9-11) and hence the Father has both raised the Son from the dead (Rom 6:4) and given him authority over the whole of creation, so that humanity shall now revere the Son in the same way in which they revere the Father (John 5:23). Harris (1983:79-80) observes that because of his obedience, Jesus has been exalted by the Father and given the title ‘Lord’ thus becoming ‘equal with God’ (cf. Phil 2:6) in the judgment of human beings. Harris also argues that Jesus has returned to his pre-incarnate glory but with even greater glory.
Is the Risen Jesus the ‘Disabled God’?

The risen Christ is no longer disabled, but rather the resurrection has transferred the risen Christ into a new reality radically different to the old. T.F. Torrance (1998:37) explains the transformed reality of the resurrection which cannot be compared to the reality of mortal humanity:

The risen Jesus Christ cannot be discerned within the framework of the old conditions of life which by his resurrection he has transcended, and cannot be understood except within the context of the transformation which it brought about. If it could be discerned and understood within the old framework and context, then that would imply the subjugation of Jesus once again to his passion.

To call Jesus disabled from within his resurrection state is to fail to discern the effect of the transformation which took place in the resurrection. Eiesland (1994:100) insightfully recognises that the resurrected Jesus bears “the representation of the body reshaped by injustice and sin”. What Eiesland concludes from this is that the resurrected Jesus is thus the ‘disabled God’. Such a conclusion fails to understand the transformation which has operated on the body of the risen Christ. He cannot be subjugated “once again to his passion” and hence he cannot again be subjected to disability. He bears the scars because he is the same Jesus who was crucified but he is no longer disabled because he has transcended mortality.

Jesus is no longer disabled and he will never again be disabled; he has overcome disability in the cross and entered into a life without the effects of mortality and decay. However, in a similar way to Moltmann’s designation of Jesus as the ‘crucified God’, Jesus remains the ‘disabled God’. He is the God who has gone to the
depths of human physical weakness, pain, suffering and humiliation, and the resurrection does not dissolve that fact.

**Implications for Hope**

I argued above that because Jesus has been radically transformed by his resurrection, Eiesland’s locus of the ‘disabled God’ within the resurrection does not fit the nature of this new reality. Now I turn to addressing another problem with Eiesland’s conception of the ‘disabled God’, that of hope. The following section discusses the question of eschatological hope for persons with disabilities.

The resurrection of the believer is wholly interconnected with the resurrection of Christ. Moltmann (1974:186) explains that Jesus died for those who are “dead” in order to impart to them his resurrection life which means including them within his eternal life. O’Collins (1973:110) explicates the connection between the resurrection of Christ and that of the believer. Jesus’ resurrection is not merely the first resurrection of many; the resurrection of all believers inheres within the resurrection of Jesus. O’Collins states, “Either we hope for resurrection through assimilation to the risen body of the exalted Christ, or we cannot hope for any resurrection at all.”

The resurrection of the dead belongs to the future New Age and cannot be contained within the confines of the Present Evil Age, in which sin reigns. Moltmann (1974:188) observes that the present creation has been rendered futile by sin so the resurrection of the dead does not involve restoration of the old creation, but rather an entering into the new creation. D. Keck (1996:135-136) stresses the eschatological nature of resurrection. Human beings are not fully human until they enter into the
future glorious and incorruptible state which comes about in the resurrection of the dead. People are embodied creatures, but sickness and congenital disease demonstrate the need for imperishable bodies, which humans cannot possess until the future resurrection.

The resurrection of Jesus is vitally connected to the resurrection of the believer. Both belong, not to the old, decaying, obsolete age, but to the new eschatological age in which all things become new. Eiesland’s vision of Jesus as the ‘disabled God’ in the resurrection places disability within the new creation and effectively implies that disability will remain forever part of eternity. If Jesus is disabled in his resurrection then any person with a disability who is resurrected from the dead should expect to have a disability forever. Such a conception of the risen Christ means the end of hope for healed and whole bodies for those who experience disability, sickness or disease in their present.

Conclusion

Eiesland has placed the locus of the ‘disabled God’ with the resurrected Jesus but this is problematic. Jesus still bears the scars of crucifixion because he is still the one who was crucified. The crucifixion cannot be discarded as something of the past but it has ongoing significance for Jesus, the slain Lamb, and the disciples of Jesus who continue to suffer. Jesus has risen from the dead as a person who can no longer die and who is no longer subject to all that death means – decay, disease, and disability. He is now enabled in ways well beyond his capacity as a mortal human being.
Jesus is still the ‘disabled God’ as the resurrected Christ because his experience of disability is not forgotten but he is not still disabled. The risen Christ is not lowly but highly exalted and glorified. He will take believers into his resurrection where they similarly will be free from death, disease, and disability for all eternity. The resurrected Jesus is the ‘disabled God’ who offers hope for all those who must now suffer because of their disabilities.
Conclusion

Conclusions of this Thesis

In this thesis I have explored the concept of the ‘disabled God’ and attempted to construct solid theological foundations for this image. I have done so using common themes of evangelical theology adapted to embrace theology of disability, in conversation with others who have written about disability, along with some other voices. The foundation of the image of the ‘disabled God’ is the entire incarnation, including the kenosis, life of Christ, the cross and the resurrection of Christ. This use of the incarnation with the cross at the centre is able to give a complete picture of what it means to be the ‘disabled God’.

Becoming the ‘disabled God’ is a choice which Christ made before time but which only became actualised in his incarnation. Becoming the ‘disabled God’ involves the true God becoming a true human being in order to be able to experience disability. God is not essentially disabled but he has chosen to become so in Christ. Jesus did not experience disability during his ministry but he expressed compassion towards persons with disabilities. Jesus’ ministry involved healing such people in every sense of healing – physically, emotionally, spiritually, and socially. All this was done within the context of the coming of the kingdom of God, the consummation of which will involve the redemption of the body.

Even though Jesus had begun to identify with persons with disabilities in his ministry and his teaching, he fully identified with such people on the cross. Before
the cross, Jesus could have been called the ‘God of the disabled’ but on the cross he can truly be called the ‘disabled God’. On the cross Jesus was physically disabled and he shared in the experience of people with intellectual disabilities because he experienced shame, stigma, loneliness, and loss of personhood. The ‘disabled God’ has implications for the Trinity in that disability has been taken into “the history of God”. That Jesus has taken disability upon himself provides a theodicic function for persons with disabilities. There is a change in the meaning of strength and weakness, and the ‘disabled God’ gives new dignity, status, healing, comfort, and hope to persons with disabilities.

The correct locus for the ‘disabled God’ is the cross, and not the resurrection as Eiesland contends. In his resurrected state, Jesus is no longer subject to death or disability. He is now exalted above every name and seated at the right hand of God. Jesus still bears the scars from the cross because he is the same person who was crucified. Although Jesus is no longer disabled he is still the ‘disabled God’ because he has shared in the experience of disability and he offers hope of healed bodies to people with disabilities.

Questions Raised by This Thesis

The writing of this thesis has raised a number of questions which could not be explored within the space allowed. One of the major goals of this thesis was to include intellectual disability within the image of the ‘disabled God’. I have attempted to include the ways in which Jesus would treat persons with intellectual disabilities and his identification with them on the cross, but I have not explored the
nature of hope for persons with intellectual disabilities. Mental illness can come under the umbrella of disability (WHO 2009) but what I have made no attempt to do is examine the image of the ‘disabled God’ in relation to mental illness. This would be best left to a research paper with greater space.

I have also not considered the way in which the Holy Spirit is important in the reality of Jesus being the ‘disabled God’. The Spirit works to apply the work of Christ to the Church, and so the way in which the Spirit works to apply the disabling of Jesus and his victory over disability to the Church would be worth exploring in the future. Related to the work of the Spirit is the question of how the early Church acted in response to the ‘disabled God’. A consideration of healings in the book of Acts in relation to the ‘disabled God’ would help this investigation.

The final suggestion I will make for further research is something which is controversial amongst writers of theology of disability. In various aspects of this thesis the question of the connection, or lack thereof, between sin and disability has come up. This question is complex and needs careful consideration. Therefore, I have avoided any attempt to answer this question in this thesis. It is something which needs to be properly addressed in a study with greater space.

**Implications of This Thesis**

The disabled God adds a new dimension to the Church’s understanding of God’s immanence in Jesus Christ. God is not distant from the experience of persons with disabilities, but rather he knows what it is like to have multiple physical disabilities and he has experienced many of the experiences common to persons with
intellectual disabilities. Knowing this could change the way in which persons with disabilities relate to God as one who is intimately affected by their disabilities. It should also change the way in which people with disabilities are treated within the Church. If God has such immanent concern for persons with disabilities then the Church must have a similar concern.

The image of Jesus as ‘disabled God’ is a contextualised Christology which relates particularly to the needs of persons with disabilities. Contextualisation is present within the New Testament canon and is therefore valid for the situations which the contemporary Church faces today. Weber (1979:134) concludes that there were different interpretations of the cross given by each of the Gospel writers. This canonical diversity means that the Church is enabled to preach the crucified Christ in new and diverse situations. McGrath (1987:79) observes that “we will never plumb the full depth of the meaning [of the cross]”. Therefore, the Church of every age needs to again examine the cross to understand the circumstances in which she finds herself.

The fact that the significance of the cross is without limit means that it is possible to find a contextualised Christology to apply to the situation of disability. This is not simply possible or acceptable but also necessary. Some ten percent of the world’s population – by some estimates - have a disability and these persons with disabilities encounter difficulties, both personal and social, which are not encountered by those who do not have a disability. To ignore the needs of such a large group of people is not desirable or wise.
The title ‘disabled God’ is a title which adds to and does not diminish the titles which have been given to God in past theology. In the Old Testament, God was called the ‘God of Israel’, and in the New he is given the title ‘God of Gentiles’ also (Rom 3:29). The latter does not detract from the former. To call Jesus Christ the ‘disabled God’ does not take away from previous titles; he can be both King of kings and Lord of lords yet still be the ‘disabled God’. Eiesland (1994:91-92) wants the title ‘disabled God’ to replace other titles for Christ but this is not my intention. It is reasonable to suggest that further contextualised Christologies could be written for different situations arising within the Church, and hence further titles could be given to Christ which would serve to give him more glory.

Jesus has earned the title of the ‘disabled God’ by his compassion towards persons with disabilities and by his bearing of disability upon the cross. This explication of the ‘disabled God’ has sought to present a way of understanding Christology which relates most directly to persons with disabilities and others who care both for and about persons with disabilities. May this new way of viewing the incarnation of Jesus Christ bring both glory to God and comfort and eschatological hope to persons with disabilities.
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